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Historically, t he philosophical literature o n t he o ntological ar gument h as pr imarily been 
concerned w ith t he as sessment o f t he argument in t erms o f its validity or lack t hereof. R arely 
have the logical foundations of va lidity itself been investigated in their relation to the argument. 
My t hesis seeks t o r emedy t his o mission by investigating t he c orrelation between c hanging 
conceptions of logic and ontological argumentation. To do so, I discuss the conceptions of logic 
employed by three of the most notable modern expositors of t he o ntological argument: Leibniz, 
Kant and Frege. I characterize their conceptions of logic in terms of formality and modality and 
subsequently r elate t hese c haracterizations t o their r espective cr itiques of  t he on tological 
argument, establishing that an important correlation exists between one’s conception of logic and 
one’s a ssessment of  on tological a rgumentation. In co nclusion, I  ar gue for t he importance o f 
understanding o ntological a rgumentation not only in t erms o f its va lidity within a  g iven 
conception of logic, but also in terms of the validity of the conception of logic itself. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
The history o f logic is t he history of a n equivocation. The t erm ‘logic’ has be en employed in 
such a  large d iversity o f p hilosophical e ndeavors –from Aristotelian syllogistic, t o H egelian 
metaphysics, t o B oolean ca lculi –that o ne he sitates to a ttempt a  formulation o f e ven t he 
necessary, l et alone s ufficient conditions f or a c omprehensive historical sense of t he t erm.1 
Amidst t his c onfusion, however, lies t he pr omise o f insight: B y u nderstanding the various 
employments of the term ‘logic’ and the subject matter it has been thought to comprise, we may 
better understand t he po sitions o f t hose phi losophers w ho va lidate t heir w ork by a ppeal t o –or 
rejection o f –its a uthority. T he study o f t he history o f logic and i ts r elation to the history o f 
philosophy g ives us a  w indow o nto the e nduring phi losophical pr oblems, o ne t hat i s mostly 
closed to us when we employ contemporary methodologies anachronistically.2
 One such e nigmatic phi losophical pr oblem t hat h olds s pecial pr omise for this 
methodological approach is the ontological argument for the existence of God (OA). S ince its 
 
                                                        
1 Despite this qualification, ‘logic’ and other terms throughout this paper (the meanings of which 
are no t s uitably c larified by c ontext) w ill be g iven w orking definitions, s o a s t o render the 
argument more accessible. These definitions will appear in italicized footnotes: Thus, ‘logic’ will 
be defined, very generally, as the formal systemization of valid argumentation. No further 
definition is appropriate at this time, for the particular nuances of the term will comprise a 
significant portion of the subject-matter of what follows. 
2 The use of ‘anachronism’ is not intended in any pejorative sense; rather, m y c laim is me rely 
that the understanding of a philosophical problem/argument is enriched by an understanding o f 
the circumstances of its formulation.  We do not necessarily hope to salvage the validity o f the 
argument itself by such methodological means but, rather, to reach a deeper understanding of its 
inception and, thus, its constitution. 
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inception by Anselm nearly a millennium ago, the idea of an a priori argument for the existence 
of the deity has fascinated and confounded legions of thinkers.3
 In w hat follows, I  w ill, first and foremost, de fend the c laim t hat historical variations in 
the co nception o f logic have had an important influence o n t he p hilosophical r eception o f t he 
ontological argument. In particular, I will show this to be true in the cases of Leibniz, Kant and 
Frege, w ith some pr eliminary attention pa id t o the o rigin of D escartes’s pr oof in the 5 th 
Meditation. My argument will attend to two general features o f logic and, de rivatively, logical 
truth: mo dality a nd formality. B y formality I  mean, loosely, the extent to which logic abstracts 
from –or, alternatively, attends to –the ‘content’ of t hought or, correlatively, to the meaning of 
the non-logical terms of propositions or inferences.
 Indeed, to this day there remains 
no major consensus on whether ontological arguments are possible and, if not, why not. It is my 
contention t hat t he s tudy o f historical c hanges in the p hilosophical conception o f logic is 
imperative for a pr oper un derstanding of t he pr oject o f o ntological ar gumentation. I ndeed, 
although t he a ppraisal o f s uch a rguments by s tandards o f c ontemporary philosophy a nd 
philosophical logic is a valid and important endeavor, the insight into the arguments themselves 
that one c an ga in from such a n a ppraisal is limited. I n ot her words, in o rder to un derstand the 
validity o f a n O A in its o riginal context, one must be sensitive to changes in the conception o f 
validity itself. 
4
                                                        
3 ‘A priori’ is an epistemological term, which characterizes knowledge, or the justification of 
knowledge, as independent of experience. Thus, an a priori argument makes no appeal to 
experience for the justification of any of its premises. Conversely, ‘a posteriori’ characterizes 
knowledge, justification, et. al. as dependent upon experience. 
 By modality I am referring to the meaning 
that m odal co ncepts –such a s necessity a nd possibility –have in relation t o the constitutive 
4 These two characterizations o f formality are not exactly equ ivalent. As we shall see, whereas 
Descartes, for example, considers logic to encompass both logical and non-logical terms, Frege 
will, o n t he ot her ha nd, e xpand the bo dy o f logical t erms t o include much t hat w as pr eviously 
understood as the “matter” of logical inference. 
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features of logic, in particular, propositions and concepts. Additionally, my concern herein with 
modality will also encompass the relationship between logical modality and other relevant types 
of modality (such as metaphysical or psychological modality) particular to a given conception of 
logic. Both formality and modality are of import here, for both facets o f logic ar e p articularly 
instrumental in characterizing the r elationship t hat a pa rticular co nception of logic has t o the 
world. They are, consequently, also instrumental in delineating the relevance and ‘usefulness’ of 
logic to philosophy.5
In a ddition t o defending the b roader t hesis t hat there e xists such a co rrelation be tween 
logic a nd ontological a rgumentation, I  w ill s pend the latter portion of t he pa per focusing 
primarily on Frege’s treatment of the OA. In particular, I will claim that Frege’s treatment of the 
OA ex emplifies t he s ynthesis o f Leibnizian and Kantian c onceptions o f logic. Using t he 
categories of formality and modality, I will show that Frege’s treatment of the OA is a product of 
his logical hybrid o f t he Leibnizian sense o f logical formality and the Kantian sense of logical 
modality. Correlatively, I will also show that Frege’s treatment of OA is equally a product of his 
rejection o f Leibnizian modality a nd Kantian formality ( despite, in regards t o the latter, t he 
somewhat pervasive view that Frege was foremostly echoing Kant in his rejection of OA). 
 
Given these goals, the structure of the project will unfold as follows: The first section will 
lay o ut a  ‘general,’ simplified f orm o f t he on tological a rgument, w hich w ill be us eful for 
maximizing the transparency of the issues involved in ontological argumentation. I will then set 
out Descartes’s original formulation (for reasons specified below) and make preliminary claims 
concerning the co nception o f logic implicit in t he C artesian ar gument. T he third and fourth 
sections w ill concern, r espectively, Leibniz’s and Kant’s conceptions of logic a nd the r elation                                                         
5 The varying characterizations of formality and modality that will be set out in what follows will 
clarify these preliminary claims. 
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that these conceptions bear to their particular t reatments of OA. As noted above, the discussion 
will be divided along the lines of modality and formality.6
1.1 ONTOLOGICAL ‘TYPE’ ARGUMENTS 
 The fifth section will concern Frege. 
Insofar as the correlation between Frege’s conception o f logic and his t reatment o f OA departs 
from t he more straightforward dichotomy between t hose o f Leibniz a nd Kant, this section w ill 
require a discussion of the import of Frege’s formulation of ‘modern’ logic for the issues at hand. 
As mentioned above, Frege’s t reatment o f O A w ill be pr esented as t he r esult o f a  synthesis of 
Leibnizian and Kantian conceptions of formality and modality. In the final section, I will discuss 
the implications of the proposed correlation between logic and the ontological argument. 
My assessment of the OA in this project will not be limited to a particular historical inception of 
the ar gument. M y a im, r ather, is t o ab stract a co mprehensive form o f ‘Ontological 
Argumentation’ that will be faithful to both the commentary of Leibniz, Kant and Frege, and the 
general project of constructing a priori proofs of existence. Insofar as my concern is with the role 
that logic plays in the treatment of OA, a correlative concern will be with presenting the OA in a 
form in which the role played by one’s conception of logic is explicitly relevant to the premises 
of the argument and to the argument as a whole. 
 Given t he a bove co nsiderations, t he f ocus o f t his s ection w ill be t o de scribe –and to 
defend where necessary –the ‘ reduction’ of t he multiple forms o f O A into a  s implified, 
transparent form.  It is, of course, important to relate this simplified form of OA to the version[s] 
of t he ar gument that L eibniz, Kant an d Frege take themselves t o be  a ddressing. Leibniz                                                         
6 It should be not ed that there i s no t always a c lear delineation o f t hese t wo as pects of logic 
insofar as they concern the issues at hand and, thus, there will be some overlap in the discussion. 
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recognizes t he O A t o b e pa rt of t he S cholastic tradition, yet most often po intedly addr esses 
himself t o the v ersion formulated by his co ntemporary Descartes. L ikewise, K ant’s famed 
passage o n t he O A in the Critique of Pure Reason specifies both Descartes’s and Leibniz’s 
versions of the argument as the focus of criticism, mentioning Leibniz in passing particularly for 
his failure to rectify t he argument via t he a priori proof of God’s po ssibility. F inally, Frege is 
least inclined to s pecify t he o rigins o f his u nderstanding of t he O A. I n t he Foundations of 
Arithmetic, wherein he first makes mention of the ontological argument, he does not attribute the 
OA to any particular figure; rather, he speaks of it in a g eneral way, as if it were an example of 
the sort of argument that must fail, given the thesis that, like number, existence is predicable of 
concepts alone. Given, however, the further fact that Frege takes himself to be following Kant in 
such a r efutation of the OA, it seems reasonable to conclude that –like Descartes and Leibniz –
Frege conceives of the OA primarily in terms of its modern, Cartesian form. 
 In a ddition t o the fact t hat textual e vidence p oints t o a co ncern w ith Descartes’s 
formulation of the OA over and above Anselm’s, there is much to be said for the extent to which 
OA i s t reated as a general ‘ type’ of de ductive p roject, a t l east by  Kant an d Frege. A lthough 
Leibniz explicitly targets Descartes in his writings on the ontological argument, Kant and Frege 
seem to take a step back from the particularities of the Cartesian form of OA in their discussions 
of its failures. I nstead of making pointed criticisms concerning the merits a nd faults of 
Descartes’s argument from the 5th Meditation, Kant concerns himself with an assessment of the 
merit of the project of ontological argumentation itself, broadly conceived. This is made clear by 
the title of the s ection i n which K ant’s discussion f alls: “The I mpossibility o f an Ontological 
Proof of the Existence of God.” By the use of the indefinite article ‘an’ Kant is doing much more 
than d ismissing Anselm, Descartes and Leibniz’s attempted formulations –he is d ismissing the 
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entire project of ontological argumentation as invalid without exception. Indeed, such a stance on 
ontological ar gumentation is pa rt an d parcel o f t he pr oject o f t he cr itique o f pur e r eason. A s 
noted above, F rege f ollows in suit in Foundations, s ummarily d ismissing the o ntological 
argument as a type of argument which, regardless of its particular formulation at the hands of this 
or that philosopher, is destined to fail by its very logical constitution. 
 The po ints made a bove ar e intended to s erve t wo pu rposes: F irst, i t s hould now s eem 
acceptable –for the purpose at hand, at least –to understand the ontological argument broadly in 
terms of its Cartesian formulation. Given the lineage of treatment, from Leibniz to Kant to Frege, 
it seems that their pr imary conception of the ontological argument is  taken from Descartes’s 5th 
Meditation. Anselm’s formulation in Proslogion II, however, should also be considered to be of 
import to the extent that it influenced the modern conception of OA, exemplified by Descartes. 
Yet, regardless of the primacy of Descartes or Anselm, the fundamental po int at this juncture is 
that the ontological argument at  issue for Leibniz, Kant a nd Frege s hould not involve –for t he 
moment at least –any of t he explicit modal co ncerns t hat enter into t he p icture w ith Anselm’s 
Proslogion III, or similar contemporary accounts of the ontological argument. Rather, we should 
understand the O A in question t o b e c haracterized simply as t he inference from es sence t o 
existence. As will be shown, we can construe both Anselm’s and Descartes’s formulation of the 
ontological argument in such a way that, while preserving the uniqueness of each, we are able to 
attend to the centrality of this inference. 
 Given these considerations, the second purpose of the preceding paragraphs is to make it 
feasible to focus on the ontological argument as  a ‘ type’ of argument. Although i t ha s no t yet 
been specified what the relevant characteristics o f ‘ontological argumentation’ are, it should be 
clear t hat no hi storical o r textual d isservice is being done to the phi losophers w ith w hom t his 
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project is concerned. Certainly, it must be remembered that Leibniz and Kant explicitly appeal to 
Descartes’s o ntological argument, but such appe als, it w ill be ar gued, ar e compatible w ith t he 
general form of ontological argument that will be posited below. 
1.2 FORMULATION OF SIMPLIFIED OA 
1.2.1 Criterion 
 
This having been s aid, it r emains now t o offer a  formulation t hat s atisfies t he following 
preliminary c riterion for ontological a rgumentation: F irst a nd f oremost, our s implified 
ontological a rgument [ henceforth S OA] must c onsist s olely o f a priori premises. T his is, o f 
course, a n ecessary co ndition o f a ny ontological argument (although it s hould be remembered 
that the precise nature of the a priori is one o f the major po ints at issue in the debate over OA).  
Secondly, the SOA should capture the spirit of both Descartes’s proof and Anselm’s (Proslogion 
II) proof although, a s it ha s be en s hown a bove, o ur c oncern w ith D escartes’s pr oof is he re o f 
primary i mportance. In or der to d o s o, the S OA should de monstrate a n ecessary connection 
between God and existence via some schematic middle term, which captures the essence of both 
proofs. Nathan Salmon offers the following useful formulation: 
  (1a) The divine individual is divine. 
  (1b) Any individual that is divine exists. 
Therefore, 
(1c) The divine individual exists. (54) 
 
As S almon no tes, the t erm ‘divine’ is a s chematic t erm suiting both Descartes’s and Anselm’s 
proofs. T hus, for D escartes, t he d ivine individual is “the individual that has every perfection 
(with ‘ perfection’ interpreted in D escartes’s s ense)” ( 54). Likewise for Anselm, t he ‘ divine 
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individual’ is t he individual “whose magnitude o f gr eatness e xceeds a ny o ther po ssible 
magnitude of greatness (with ‘possible’ interpreted in terms of Anselm’s sense of ‘conceivable’ 
and ‘great’ interpreted in his sense of ‘great’)” (54).  
1.2.2 Significance of Formulation 
Salmon’s (preliminary) version of the ontological argument provides a clear and comprehensible 
display o f t he most ba sic, yet m ost important is sues inherent in  t he d iscussion o f O A. M ore 
importantly, the issues that it showcases are particularly pertinent for the elucidation of the role 
that logic plays in the treatment of OA. Premise (1a) will be of import for the following reasons: 
As an ostensible logical truth, (1a) is seemingly beyond disrepute. Thus, it would seem that (1b) 
would, of necessity, be the premise against which to levy an attack. As noted in the introduction, 
however, t he phi losophical c onceptions o f logic and l ogical truth ha ve been r adically 
reconceived t hroughout logic’s history. I t is pr ecisely because o f t his fact t hat t his project has 
been formulated to a ddress t he influence t hat the c hanging conception o f logic has had on t he 
reception o f on tological a rgumentation. (1a) g ives us  a  w indow o nto the pr ecise notions o f 
logical truth that are operative in a philosopher’s treatment of the ontological argument, thereby 
allowing us to easily divulge the explicit influence that one’s conception of logic has o n o ne’s 
appraisal of the ‘very possibility’ of an ontological argument. 
Premise ( 1b) is a lso o f pr imary importance, though t he r ole t hat logic p lays in t he 
treatment of t his pr emise is less e xplicit. T raditionally –following Kant –refutations o f 
ontological arguments have capitalized on t he problems inherent in pr emise (1b). Kantian-style 
attacks on (1b) take the form of the claim that ‘existence’ cannot be predicated of a subject, thus 
severing the link between t he essence o f t he divine ind ividual a nd its alleged existence. T he 
discussion of this premise will be of primary importance for both Kant and Frege. 
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 In addition to the significance of both premises of SOA, the SOA as a whole allows us to 
perspicuously represent what is, perhaps, the crux of the correlation between logic and the O A 
that we are herein attempting to establish. In short, any deductive argument may be reformulated 
as a  logical t ruth by c onjoining the pr emises ( as c onditionals) w ith t he c onclusion. S OA –
reformulated as a logical truth –becomes: ‘If the divine individual is divine and if any individual 
that is d ivine exists, then the d ivine individual exists.’ The crucial difference between SOA and 
any other garden-variety deductive argument is, however, to be found in the premises themselves 
which, insofar as they purport to be a priori truths, guarantee the truth of the conditionals. Thus, 
with no  apparent reason t o c onstrue the pr emises as  co nditionals, the l ogical truth m ay be  
reformulated as ‘The divine individual is divine and any divine ind ividual exists, and the divine 
individual e xists.’ This is  e asily r educed to the co nclusion, ‘ The d ivine individual exists.’ In 
short –because o f t he ostensible a priori nature o f each  pr emise –the on tological a rgument 
establishes the existence of the deity as a matter of logical truth.  
 Given these considerations, it should be clear that the ontological argument is intimately 
related to the mechanisms and assumptions implicit in logic. Inevitably, then, historical changes 
in the conception of logic should play an integral role in determining if the ontological argument 
is valid and, if not, precisely why not. It remains to be shown in what follows that such is, in fact, 
the case. 
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2.0  CARTESIAN BEGINNINGS 
The discussion here o f Descartes will be relatively brief but  imperative for setting the stage. In 
the Discourse on Method, Descartes offers the following assessment of the study of (Scholastic) 
logic and its merits for philosophy: 
I observed with regard to logic that syllogisms and most of its other techniques are of less 
use for learning t hings t han for e xplaining t o others t he t hings o ne a lready k nows o r 
even…for s peaking without j udgment a bout m atters of w hich on e is ignorant. And 
although logic does contain many excellent and true precepts, these are mixed up with so 
many others which are harmful or superfluous that it is almost as difficult to distinguish 
them as it is to carve a Diana or Minerva from an unhewn block of marble. (28) 
 
Descartes formulates four rules in answer to the logic o f the Scholastics, which are intended to 
compensate for these failings. Of these four rules –which I shall not fully enumerate here –the 
first is the most important for the consideration of the Cartesian ontological argument: “to never 
accept anything as true if I did not have evident knowledge of its truth” (29). The mark of such 
strict adherence to truth, Descartes continues, is “to include nothing more in my judgments than 
what presented itself to my mind so c learly and distinctly that I  had no occasion to ca ll it into 
doubt” (29).  
 Descartes’s ‘ method’ thus r ejects s ome as pects of formalism in Scholastic logic and  
embraces others. He rejects syllogistic as ‘uninformative’ and contends that a preoccupation with 
formal r easoning –which is, for hi m, t ypical o f S cholasticism –often causes o ne t o stray from 
truth. Nonetheless, Descartes reaffirms the importance of studying logic insofar as it “teaches us 
to direct our reason with a view to discovering the truths of which we are ignorant” (MacFarlane 
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100-1). For Descartes, then, correct reasoning is equally –and indiscriminately –concerned with 
the form and the matter of an argument; indeed, there is no sense of the form of the argument –
that i s, a n abstracted sense of  logical r elations –that w e m ay e ntertain independently o f o ur 
acquaintance with an argument’s matter, that is, the truth of its premises (MacFarlane 100-1). 
 The truth of premises is –as noted above –a matter of the “clear and distinct” presentation 
of this truth to the mind. Although I will not here expound the details of Descartes’s criterion of 
clearness and distinctness, it suffices for the purpose at hand to note that Descartes’s ontological 
argument from t he 5 th Meditation be gins with t he r ecognition t hat t he idea o f G od meets t his 
criterion: 
Certainly, the idea o f God, or a supremely perfect being, is one which I  find within me 
just as surely as the idea of any shape or number. And my understanding that it belongs to 
his nature that he always exists is no less clear and distinct than is the case when I prove 
of any shape or number that some property belongs to its nature. (106-7) 
  
For D escartes, t hen, insofar a s e xistence is c learly a nd d istinctly pe rceived t o b e pa rt o f t he 
essence of the supremely perfect being, it follows without much ado that the supremely perfect 
being, G od, exists. C ontra G aunilo-style ar guments, w e ca nnot ab stract f rom t he pa rticular 
content of t he Cartesian O A and –using the schematic form –attribute existence to the Blessed 
Isle, among other fictional entities. One must, rather, attend to the fact that necessary existence is 
truly perceived by the mind only in the case of God and, hence, one may make an argument from 
essence to existence in this particular case alone. To do otherwise would be to merely engage in 
the empty syllogism of the Scholastics. 
 In sum, Descartes dismisses the logic of the Scholastics as philosophically ineffective. In 
its p lace, he o ffers a co nception o f logic –or what he t erms the “art o f reasoning” –that i s not 
merely capable o f formally e xplicating known t ruths but , above and beyond this, facilitates t he 
acquisition o f yet undiscovered truths. Descartes’s method is capable o f this insofar as it t reats 
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the inferential connections between things or ideas –what we might now call the logical relations 
–in the same substantive manner as it treats the premises themselves. Rather than separating and 
treating ‘truth of premises’ and ‘validity of form’ as two distinct constituents of the soundness of 
an argument, D escartes’s method encourages a  q uasi-holistic appr oach to r easoning, i n w hich 
“knowledge o f inferential connections co nsists in the intuitive pe rception o f t he r elations 
between t hings o r I deas, j ust like k nowledge o f t he pr emises t hemselves” (MacFarlane 101). 
Insofar as Descartes places his methodological onus on such intuitive perception, the ontological 
argument is  –along with t he cogito –perhaps the epitome o f t he successful e mployment o f t he 
Cartesian method.  
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3.0  LEIBNIZ 
In the previous section it was shown that the Cartesian Ontological Argument is conceived as an 
almost immediate co nsequence o f Descartes’s c onception o f logic as  a pr oper phi losophical 
method, en compassing both t he formal a nd material a spects o f ar gumentation. I ndeed, for 
Descartes, the formal and material aspects of knowledge are conflated under the auspices of the 
‘intuitive perception’ of the agreement or disagreement of ideas and, as such, have no significant 
individual bearing o n t he s uccess o f OA. T hus, it is c lear th at the varied conceptions of the 
formality of logic anticipated to be integral to Descartes’s successors’ treatments of OA are in no 
way operative in his own conception of logic. Indeed, it is precisely the lack of such a sense o f 
logical formality that facilitates Descartes’s formulation of the OA for, as will be made clearer in 
what is to come, the abstraction and separation of logical form from content draws into question 
the extent to which that which is ‘merely formal’ can in any way extend our knowledge, thereby 
placing the burden of pr oof o n t he ‘truth’ of l ogic’s ma terial c onstitution. ( This is, o f c ourse, 
precisely t he cr iticism t hat D escartes ha d levied aga inst S cholastic logic.) B ecause D escartes 
defines t ruth a s t hat w hich is c learly and distinctly perceived –encompassing both inferential 
relations a nd propositional statements w ithin t his de finition –his m ethodology avoids the 
consequences of the separation of form and content. 
As will be shown, it is in Kant’s critical philosophy that we first see logic conceived as a 
purely formal discipline and, thus, it is there as well that we begin to see the full consequences of 
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the separation o f form a nd content. It is w ith Leibniz, ho wever, t hat we be gin t o s ee ho w t his 
distinction alters –albeit minimally –the criteria of logical proof. It is at this point that we turn to 
the explication of Leibniz’s conception of logic and the role that it plays in his partial rejection of 
Descartes’s OA. 
3.1 LEIBNIZIAN CONCEPTIONS OF LOGIC 
3.1.1 Overview 
In di scussing L eibniz’s c onception o f logic, one  must dr aw a  di stinction between L eibniz’s 
defense of S cholastic logic against the Cartesians and his positive conception o f an ideal logic, 
the universal characteristic or lingua characteristica. Both aspects are important for the t ask at 
hand, for the former tells us how Leibniz conceived of logic in contrast to Descartes –and hence 
we may g lean the e ffect that this d ifference had on his t reatment o f the Cartesian OA –and the 
latter tells u s w hat L eibniz believed the capa cities o f logic t o be ab ove a nd beyond those of 
Scholastic lo gic. Through Leibniz’s conception of logic as a universal characteristic we are able 
to see precisely how closely intertwined logic and metaphysics are for Leibniz and, hence, how 
intimately t he co nception o f t he u niversal c haracteristic a ffects his position on  t he pr oject of  
ontological argumentation. In what follows, both aspects o f Leibnizian logic w ill be t reated as 
integral to the thesis. 
3.1.2 Leibnizian Conceptions of Logical Formality 
There is s ome r isk of a nachronism in discussing Leibnizian (of for th at m atter C artesian) 
conceptions of formality, pa rticularly in advance o f do ing the same w ith Kant. The s ense o f 
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formality o f import for this paper is –as John MacFarlane claims –a Kantian innovation and, as 
such, o ne c annot a sk why it is a bsent f rom Leibniz’s w ork. N onetheless, t he intent here is t o 
present a  Leibnizian sense o f formality ( or lack-thereof) as  something to w hich Kant w as 
responding. (Thus, in addressing Kant pr ior to Leibniz, we would run t he equally problematic 
risk of impoverishing the portrait of Kantian logic as a response to Leibniz.) Insofar as this is the 
case, i t s hould b e kept i n m ind that the sense of formality present i n Leibniz’s logic was n ot 
formulated in juxtaposition to Kant’s sense; rather, it stands as a pr ecursor to Kantian formality 
and, as such, it will be considered as a contrast case only by virtue of historical hindsight. 
 In o rder to pick up t he line o f t hought presented in §3. 1.1, I shall b egin by de scribing 
Leibniz’s position on Scholastic logic and the Cartesian criticisms proffered against it. In a 1696 
letter to Gabriel Wagner, publ isher o f the Hamburg weekly Vernunftübungen, Leibniz explains 
his position on various contemporary forms of Scholastic logic which, though he concedes that 
they are “but a  s hadow o f w hat I  s hould wish and what I  s ee from a far,” nonetheless have a  
considerable de gree o f phi losophical merit (Philosophical Papers and Letters 462-3). In t he 
letter Leibniz de fends t he applicability o f logic t o bot h d iscovery a nd judgment. In t he case o f 
the former, he co ntends t hat the e lements of logic not only facilitate ordered demonstration of 
that w hich is a lready k nown but, further a nd more importantly, a ssist u s in t he a nalysis o f t he 
known: 
I also observed that the topics or loci of the methods of explanation and demonstration were 
of great use in recalling for us, at the proper time, things already in our head but not in our 
thoughts, s o that w e might n ot m erely prate a bout things but investigate th em better. I 
observed that such loci or principles are to be used as sources, not merely for the methods of 
proving a  r epresented t ruth, b ut a lso for t he m ethods o f e xplaining an o bject d irectly 
presented, a nd t hat w e may t hus s peak o f t hem not merely a s pr inciples o f pr oof 
(argumentabilia) but a lso as pr inciples o f description (predicabilia). (Philosophical Papers 
464) 
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In other words, insofar as logic serves as a formal means by which we may reveal the conceptual 
makeup of objects (i.e., their descriptions) the formal mechanisms of the logical method aid us in 
the e lucidation a nd even t he d iscovery o f t ruths beyond those w hich a re pr esent i n o ur 
knowledge. I n c ontrast t o Descartes –for w hom t he ‘ natural light’ suffices t o render t ruth 
conspicuous –Leibniz views logic itself a s a n indispensable a id to i nquiry a nd discovery by 
virtue of its formal elements. 
 In addition to logic’s relevance for discovery, Leibniz also defends the art of judgment 
via s yllogism. Whereas s yllogistic s uffered ridicule a nd scorn at  the h ands o f t he C artesians, 
Leibniz de fends t he pr actice by comparing it t o m athematical en terprises w hich “are 
demonstrations in form…and w e c an de pend o n t hem because t hey pr ove by  virtue o f t heir 
form” (Philosophical Papers 465). Indeed, according to Leibniz, it is often precisely the neglect 
of form that leads to paralogisms and other forms of error. Thus, in the same manner that higher 
mathematical calculations ar e de pendent upo n demonstrations in form, r ather t han finger-
counting, so too in philosophy “[it] w ill be found t hat men have o ften reached a s tandstill a nd 
remain s tuck i n i mportant d iscussions because t hey have a bandoned form” ( 466). Here aga in 
Leibniz draws our attention to the inadequacies of the Cartesian method, limiting its applicability 
to the most basic philosophical ‘calculations’. Thus, “ in important matters such a s theological 
controversies which concern the nature and will of God and also our soul we do well to analyze 
matters m ost industriously and reduce e verything to t he s implest a nd most easily gr asped 
inferences” (466). We shall see, in the discussion to follow, how Leibniz applies this criticism of 
Cartesian logic directly to Descartes’s formulation of the ontological argument. 
 Leibniz’s de fense o f Scholastic logic g ives us  a  partial view into his conception o f t he 
nature and use o f logic. Leibniz e xplicitly d istinguishes t he formal a spects of logic –and their 
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uses –from t he material as pects an d, in co ntrast t o D escartes, r elegates t he co ncern o f logic 
proper to the former. Despite Leibniz’s contention that logic is a formal discipline, however, he 
is s till far from a dvancing a K antian c onception of logic as  ‘purely formal’ (MacFarlane 102). 
Indeed, the substantive, contentful nature of logic is part and parcel o f Leibniz’s conception o f 
logic and his vision for its potential uses. Logic itself is not merely the study of formal relations 
between concepts; rather, the structure of logic mirrors the basic structure of being and –insofar 
as this is the case –the study of logic is part and parcel of the study of metaphysics, allowing us 
to s ymbolically formulate a nd thereby comprehend t his u niversal s tructure ( Philosophical 
Papers 23). In a circa 1678 letter to t he C ountess E lizabeth, Leibniz o ffers t he following 
description of the relationship between logic and metaphysics: 
[I] have recognized that metaphysics is scarcely different from the true logic, that is, from 
the art of invention in general; for, in fact, metaphysics is natural theology, and the same 
God who is the source of all goods is also the principle of all knowledge. This is because 
the idea of God contains within it absolute being, that is, what is simple in our thoughts, 
from which everything that we think draws its origin (Philosophical Essays 237) 
 
For Leibniz, then, the structures of metaphysics and logic both reflect the application of the art of 
invention (that is, the art of the discovery of new truths) to the simple constituents of thought and 
being that have t heir o rigin in t he a bsolute being o f G od. I t is pr ecisely t his u nderstanding o f 
logic that will lead Leibniz to the formulation of the universal characteristic, to which we shall 
return presently.  
 For now, however, we must look at the principles that undergird Leibniz’s logical picture 
of the world. The ce ntral aspect of Leibniz’s logic –and, co rrelatively, his metaphysics –is t he 
propositional a ccount o f t ruth, wherein all t ruths are he ld t o be  reducible t o identities, w hether 
immediately in the case of (necessary) truths of reason, or ‘infinitely’ in the case of (contingent) 
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truths of fact.7
 Both t he pr inciple o f co ntradiction and the pr inciple o f sufficient r eason are integral t o 
Leibniz’s conception of knowledge as the explication of the identity of the subject and predicate 
of a proposition (Philosophical Papers 23). Leibniz’s defense of logic draws on the capacity o f 
logical principles to enable us not only to elucidate relations between subjects and predicates that 
are a lready k nown t o us, b ut, f urthermore, to discover –via a nalysis –aspects o f identity th at 
remain hidden f rom i mmediate view.
 Most importantly, our thought on these matters as truth is founded on two logical 
principles: the pr inciple o f contradiction and the principle o f sufficient reason. The pr inciple o f 
contradiction is t hat “by virtue o f w hich we judge t hat [ proposition] false w hich involves a  
contradiction and that true which is opposed or contradictory to the false” (Philosophical Papers 
646). C orrelatively, t he pr inciple o f sufficient r eason is t hat pr inciple “by virtue o f which w e 
observe that there can be found no fact that is t rue or  existent, or any t rue proposition, without 
there be ing a sufficient r eason for i ts being so and not otherwise” (646). Although, as Leibniz 
admits, such sufficient reasons are not typically capable of demonstration and, thus, not available 
to h uman kn owledge, s uch demonstrations do  exist o n an ‘ infinite’ level, a nd are t hereby 
accessible to the infinite mind of God. 
8
                                                        
7 Leibniz’s account of truth on the basis of identity has its metaphysical analogy in the “complete 
concept” of an i ndividual s ubstance, whereby “ the n ature of an i ndividual s ubstance or of a 
complete being is to have a n otion so complete that it is sufficient to contain and to allow us to 
deduce from it all the predicates of the subject to which this notion is attributed” (Philosophical 
Essays 41). 
 Insofar a s a ll r elations are o rdered as pa rt of t he pre-
established harmony of the ‘best of all possible worlds,’ the acquisition of knowledge consists in 
the discovery of these relations by means of the application of the universal science of logic. 
8 ‘Analysis’ refers, in this context, to the explication of the component concepts of a given 
concept. For example, the analysis of the concept ‘man’ may give us the component concepts 
‘biped,’ ‘rational,’ ‘mammal’ and so forth. We speak of the ‘identity’ of a proposition when the 
analysis of the subject produces component concepts identical to those of the predicate. 
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There is much more t o be  said o n t he r elationship between the a nalysis o f pr opositions 
and Leibniz’s logic and metaphysics; indeed, much more will be said in the section to follow on 
Leibnizian modality. For now, however, the crucial po int to glean from this brief account is that 
Leibniz held logical inquiry t o be commensurate w ith metaphysical inquiry a nd e ndeavored to 
develop a logical language t hat w ould ade quately r eflect the full s cope of hi s me taphysical 
doctrines.  It is  w ell-known t hat L eibniz failed in his a ttempts t o address t he shortcomings o f 
Aristotelian syllogism a nd construct such a universal logic. Nevertheless, t he de tails o f his 
attempts at  the formulation o f such a  logical calculus s till t ell us  volumes a bout w hat L eibniz 
believed logic to be capable of.  
In his c.  1679 essay, “On t he G eneral C haracteristic,” L eibniz e xtols the u niversal 
characteristic as “a new kind of instrument which will increase the power of the mind much more 
than optical lenses s trengthen t he e yes a nd w hich will be as far superior t o m icroscopes o r 
telescopes a s r eason is s uperior t o s ight” ( Philosophical Papers 224). T he c haracteristic t hat 
Leibniz envisions is uniquely marked by its methodology and its scope of applicability. In regard 
to methodology, Leibniz aims to construct (what is now referred to as) a calculus ratiocinator, 
that is, a logical language that gives one the ability to  answer questions and solve problems by 
means o f purely mathematical ca lculations. In t his r espect, Leibniz ad vances a t ype o f logical 
formalism t hat is c ommensurate w ith mathematical formalism ( an analogy t hat is e xtensively 
employed in the defense of logic in the aforementioned letter to Wagner). In regard to the scope 
of its a pplicability, t he u niversal c haracteristic is t o a pply generally t o a ll forms o f inquiry, 
mathematical, empirical, metaphysical, and so forth.  
The motivation behind the scope of app licability of Leibniz’s universal characteristic is 
of particular import for the question of logical formality. In contrast to Kant, Leibniz does not 
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hold logic to be universally applicable insofar as it abstracts from all propositional content. Quite 
the contrary, it is universally app licable precisely because the formal structure of logic reflects 
the universal structure of being. In other words, all truth –and, hence, all knowledge –is marked 
by adherence to the logical pr inciples of contradiction and sufficient reason. It is only by means 
of varying degrees of adherence –particularly to the pr inciple of sufficient reason –that one may 
distinguish between, for e xample, metaphysically necessary t ruths a nd the c ontingent t ruths o f 
the natural world. In the final analysis, all t ruths are strictly accountable to the laws governing 
the science of logic. Thus, for Leibniz, the priority of form in logical inquiry is a consequence of 
the a pplicability o f such form t o a ll being. I n contrast t o K antian formalism, L eibnizian 
formalism entails that form and content are mutually dependent facets of the proper conception 
of logic and a correspondingly adequate logical language. 
Although there is much more that could be said concerning Leibniz’s conception of logic 
and its formal aspects, w hat ha s been said to this po int should be sufficient for the purpose at 
hand. First a nd f oremost, i t s hould b e un derstood that, f or L eibniz, form do es not e ntail 
abstraction from c ontent; r ather, it e ntails a  r elationship w ith content insofar a s th e formal 
principles o f logic ar e r eflected in t he formal pr inciples o f being. S econdly –and again, c ontra 
Kant –formal analysis is capable of the discovery of truth. Thirdly, this discovery is facilitated by 
the logical analysis of concepts i nto their most ba sic constituents, ensuring t he ‘possibility’ of 
concepts and, hence, their suitability for use in the extension of knowledge. In sum, the picture of 
logic that emerges in the work of Leibniz is a picture of a formal yet substantive science, one that 
is c apable o f e xtending k nowledge by means o f its general applicability t o the w orld. T he 
consequences of this picture for Leibniz’s treatment of t he ontological argument are –as will be 
shown presently –numerous. 
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3.1.3 Leibnizian Conceptions of Logical Modality 
Leibniz’s conception of modality is  intimately t ied to his logical and metaphysical doctrines. In 
the pr eceding section, t he doctrine o f t he identity o f t rue pr opositions a nd its metaphysical 
correlate, the complete concept theory o f substances, were introduced as evidence for the claim 
that L eibniz treated logic as  a s ubstantive s cience o f b eing. I n t his s ection, w e s hall see how 
these doctrines inform Leibniz’s c oncepts o f necessity, contingency, actuality, possibility a nd 
impossibility.9
 Leibniz e mploys modal notions e xtensively. A ccording to H ans Burkhardt, o ne can 
distinguish five d ifferent ‘levels’ of modalities pr esent in  L eibniz’s philosophy, i ncluding 
epistemic, metaphysical, linguistic, ontological and logical modalities (184). Our concern here is, 
of course, with the latter, though it must be noted that there is s ignificant interplay between the 
five categories. Consequently, some attention will be given to aspects of the other manifestations 
of modality in Leibniz’s p hilosophy, t hough o nly t o the e xtent t hat they c larify t he issues o f 
import. Of pa rticular importance w ill be t he r elationship between metaphysical a nd logical 
expressions of mo dality f or –as in the c ase o f logical formalism –it is in this r espect t hat 
Leibnizian logical modality distinguishes itself from it s Kantian successor. 
 
 Leibniz’s depiction of l ogical m odality is  b ased in t he a nalysis of both c oncepts a nd 
propositions. In the case of the former, the possibility of a composite concept is determined by its 
freedom from internal contradiction. In other words, for a concept to be possible, the analysis of 
this co ncept must n ot r esult i n t he de termination that the co ncept i n que stion co ntains both a 
(part-)concept and its negation (Burkhardt 189). Likewise, in the case o f pr opositions, a nalysis                                                         
9 It should be noted that, although there are many difficulties regarding Leibniz’s employment of 
modal n otions –particularly in regard to the que stion o f w hether o r n ot L eibniz s uccessfully 
disentangles himself from t he n ecessitarian implications o f hi s logical a nd metaphysical 
doctrines –this section will avoid those issues. 
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tells u s w hether o r not  the pr oposition i n que stion i s ne cessary, contingent or merely f alse. 
Insofar a s L eibniz’s pr opositional a ccount of t ruth ho lds t hat the t ruth o f a  pr oposition is 
determined by t he pr oposition’s identity, t he modality o f a pr oposition is d etermined by t he 
‘type’ of analysis required to demonstrate this identity. Thus, Leibniz writes the following of the 
distinction: 
[In] ne cessary pr opositions, w hen the a nalysis is continued indefinitely, it a rrives a t a n 
equation that is an identity; this is what it is to demonstrate a truth with geometrical rigor. 
But in contingent propositions one continues the analysis to infinity through reasons for 
reasons, s o t hat o ne never has a  c omplete de monstration, t hough t here is a lways, 
underneath, a reason for the truth, but  the reason is understood completely only by God, 
who alone traverses the infinite series in one stroke of mind. (Philosophical Essays 28). 
 
Necessary t ruths are, for Leibniz, demonstrably identical (that is, a nalytic), whereas contingent 
truths a re not. I t i s o nly by m eans of ‘infinite a nalysis’ that o ne is able t o fully e xplicate t he 
identity o f a  c ontingent truth, and the c apacity f or s uch a n a nalysis belongs t o G od alone.
 Leibnizian logical modalities have their close counterparts in metaphysical modalities. In 
analogy t o the de termination o f t he po ssibility o f a co ncept, one may de termine w hether t he 
substance corresponding to that concept is itself possible, a co nsequence o f Leibniz’s complete 
concept t heory of substance. As B urkhardt n otes, the cor respondence between in dividual 
concepts and individual substances is complemented by an equ ivalent correspondence between 
the “part-concepts” of the individual concept and the accidents of the individual substance. These 
correspondences are characterized by three “sub-relations”: 
The first is t hat for e very individual substance there is o ne a nd o nly o ne individual 
concept. T he second is that every ind ividual a ccident which inhe res in the ind ividual 
substance falls u nder a pa rt-concept of t he individual co ncept. So every individual r ed 
moment f alls u nder t he c oncept r ed. T his falling under a concept is based upon t he 
resemblance between different red moments –a third and purely ontological sub-relation. 
So there is a parallel between the ontological and the conceptual level. (190) 
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Thus, i n respect t o t he concept o f the ‘most pe rfect b eing,’ the po ssibility o f t he co ncept i s 
commensurate w ith t he po ssibility o f t he most pe rfect b eing itself. This pa rallel between t he 
ontological and conceptual l evels ensures that l ogical m odalities a re not only r elevant t o the 
internal c onsistency o f t hought but  a re, f urthermore, r elevant t o the c onstitution o f t he world 
itself. 
 Likewise, necessary and contingent t ruths stand in much the same relation to the world. 
Necessary truths are not merely conceptual truths –as Kant will have it –but they are truths about 
the very make-up of this world and, indeed, any possible world. Contingent truths are bound to 
this particular world. In regard to the distinction between the certain (i.e. the contingent) and the 
necessary, Leibniz posits the following in the Discourse on Metaphysics:  
The [truth] whose contrary implies a contradiction is absolutely necessary; this deduction 
occurs in the eternal t ruths, for example, the t ruths o f geometry. The o ther is necessary 
only ex hypothesi and, s o to s peak, a ccidentally, b ut i s c ontingent i n itself, s ince its 
contrary does not imply a contradiction. And this connection is based not purely on ideas 
and God’s simple u nderstanding, b ut o n hi s free de crees a nd on the sequence o f t he 
universe. (Philosophical Essays 45). 
 
Within this passage, Leibniz utilizes two different senses of modality in regards to contingency. 
From the strictly logical vantage po int, a contingent proposition is contingent in itself insofar as 
its negation is free from contradiction. To say, however, that a co ntingent truth is necessary “ex 
hypothesi” is to say that it is necessary insofar as God chose to actualize the possible world, the 
description of which it is a part.  
Thus, the second sort of modality –metaphysical modality –is dependent upon Leibniz’s 
doctrine of ‘ possible w orlds.’ According to t his well-known doctrine, G od freely chose t o 
actualize t his ‘best o f a ll worlds’ –that i s, the world that e xhibits the maximal c ompossible 
variety a nd o rder –from a n infinite multitude o f po ssible w orlds contained w ithin the di vine 
mind. The truths that comprise the actual world are necessary insofar as they are an integral part 
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of the ‘complete concept’ description of this world and contingent insofar as this world itself was 
actualized freely by G od. I n r espect to the act ual w orld, t hen, L eibniz e mploys a sense o f 
modality that is rooted not in the analysis of propositions and concepts but, rather, in the divine 
inclination to maximize perfection. 
In sum, Leibniz’s conception of logical modality allows us, in theory, to fully survey and 
grasp the r ealm o f t he po ssible and the n ecessary via t he notion of a nalysis. T he a ctual is, 
furthermore, metaphysically distinguished from the possible insofar as it is t rue of the complete 
concept de scription o f t he best po ssible w orld. Thus Leibniz’s de piction o f t he act ual –unlike 
Kant’s –is not de pendent up on pe rceptual acqu aintance w ith t he o bject in que stion. A lthough 
perceptual acquaintance n aturally i ndicates t hat an  o bject is p art of t he r ealm o f actuality, t he 
essence of Leibniz’s description of actuality is to be found in the doctrine of possible worlds. To 
be actual is, for Leibniz, to be a pa rt of the complete concept of the best of all possible worlds. 
Whereas we will see that Kant has no such mechanism to distinguish these modalities, Leibniz is 
able t o di stinguish po ssibility a nd actuality from eac h o ther by  means o f this a priori 
metaphysical delineation.  
3.2 LEIBNIZ ON THE ONTOLOGICAL ARGUMENT 
The fo llowing discussion of  L eibniz’s t reatment of  t he ontological a rgument w ill t ake i nto 
account b oth t he po sitive co nsequences t hat L eibniz’s co nceptions o f logical formalism a nd 
modality have for OA, as well as the negative consequences that they have for the Cartesian OA. 
Since we may better understand what Leibniz found to be the virtues of the OA by looking at the 
criticisms he  l evied against existing f ormulations, I shall begin by d iscussing w hat L eibniz 
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deems to be the major flaw in Descartes’s version of OA. I shall then turn to Leibniz’s positive 
conception of OA. 
3.2.1 Leibnizian Conceptions of Logical Formality and OA 
In hi s “Critical T houghts o n t he G eneral P art of t he P rinciples o f D escartes,” L eibniz 
summarizes the Cartesian OA as follows: 
This reasoning contains something beautiful but  is nevertheless imperfect. The argument 
reduces t o this. Whatever ca n be de monstrated f rom t he co ncept o f a t hing can be 
ascribed to that thing. N ow f rom t he co ncept of a m ost pe rfect o r gr eatest b eing, its 
existence can be demonstrated. Therefore existence can be at tributed to the most perfect 
being (God), or God exists. (Philosophical Papers 386) 
 
He then goes onto point out what he believes to be the critical flaw in Descartes’s reasoning: 
These ar guments ar e valid, if o nly it is gr anted that a most pe rfect being or necessary 
being is possible and implies no contradiction or, what amounts to the same thing, that an 
essence is po ssible from w hich e xistence follows…In ge neral, w e must r ecognize, as  I  
have long since pointed out, that nothing can be safely inferred about a definite thing out 
of a ny g iven de finition, a s long as t he de finition is not kn own t o e xpress s omething 
possible. For if it should happen to imply some hidden contradiction, it would be possible 
for something absurd to be deduced from it. (Philosophical Papers 386) 
Leibniz’s solution to Descartes’s omission is to demonstrate the possibility of the concept of the 
most pe rfect being by demonstrating that “all perfections are compatible with each other or can 
be in the same s ubject” ( Philosophical Papers 167).  I n short, he  c ontends t hat, i nsofar a s a  
perfection is de fined a s any “simple qua lity w hich is po sitive a nd a bsolute o r which e xpresses 
whatever it ex presses w ithout any  limits,” pe rfections t hemselves ar e not a nalyzable; 
furthermore, b ecause they ar e n ot analyzable, o ne cannot de monstrate t he incompatibility o f 
perfections by means o f a nalysis (167). T hus, L eibniz c oncludes t hat a ll perfections ar e 
compatible and the ontological argument is thereby rescued from this Cartesian oversight.  
Despite t he u nsatisfactory nature o f Leibniz’s demonstration o f t he c ompatibility o f 
perfections, one can easily discern the principles of Leibniz’s logic at work in both his refutation 
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of a nd s olution t o the C artesian OA. L eibniz’s concern with the material as pect of l ogical 
inference ( §3.1.2) i s here c learly r epresented in the c laim t hat the a nalysis o f a concept is a 
prerequisite t o t he application of formal inferential r ules. This co ncern applies equa lly t o the 
omission of analysis in the Cartesian OA, as well as to the impossibility of analysis in Leibniz’s 
solution. F urthermore, in r egard to the proposed solution, Leibniz’s logical pr inciple t hat a ll 
truths are demonstrable truths allows him to infer –via the further application of the pr inciple of 
contradiction –that ‘it is not the case that [All perfections are incompatible].’  
As Leibniz wrote in his letter to Wagner, it is the very principles of logic that enable us to 
undertake such a nalyses, leading us t o a transparent understanding of t he co ntent o f a co ncept 
and thereby facilitating the acquisition o f further knowledge regarding that concept. Indeed, the 
analysis o f the concepts of our knowledge into t heir simplest constituents is pa rt and parcel of 
Leibniz’s vi sion for his u niversal c haracteristic, which u ndertakes t o pe rspicuously r epresent 
relations of “ real co mpatibility” b etween concepts (MacFarlane 10 8-9). As is  clear f rom 
Leibniz’s cr itique o f t he C artesian O A, t he logical investigation o f t he conceptual ‘matter’ of 
formal inference is an essential part of the art of reasoning. 
 Having addressed the r ole o f t he L eibnizian co nception o f logic in t he cr iticism o f t he 
Cartesian OA, I shall now turn to the discussion of the role that it plays in his positive conception 
of the project of ontological argumentation. As shown in the quotation above, Leibniz conceives 
of O A a s de pendent upo n three claims; f irst, t hat o ne c an a scribe t o a  t hing that w hich is 
contained within its co ncept; secondly, t hat the co ncept of a g reatest or m ost pe rfect being 
includes existence; and thirdly, that the concept of a greatest or most perfect being is a po ssible 
concept. (Although the third claim has been addressed to a degree, it remains to be seen precisely 
what role t he notion o f ‘possibility’ plays in the inference itself.) In regard to the first c laim, it 
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follows f rom what has be en s aid in §3. 1.2 concerning Leibniz’s co nception o f logic as  a 
substantive science, that the ascription of a ‘conceptually contained’ property to a concept is not 
–as K ant w ill hold –a matter of mere t autology or  em pty v erbiage. R ather, t he co ntent of a  
concept in Leibniz’s logic is  immediately relevant to the metaphysical structure of the universe, 
for the content of a (possible) concept is bound by the same logical laws that govern both reason 
and being. Thus, if one determines that the concept of a most perfect being is a possible concept, 
the v ery fact t hat exi stence is included in this c oncept tells us  something not o nly about t he 
concept itself –à la Kant –but about the world, namely that the most perfect being exists. 
3.2.2 Leibnizian Conceptions of Logical Modality and OA 
What then o f the role o f po ssibility in this inference? For Leibniz, modality is go verned by the 
very same logical pr inciples of n on-contradiction and sufficient r eason that go vern r eason a nd 
being. Thus, to say that a co ncept is possible is to say that logically it involves no contradiction 
and metaphysically t hat it is t rue o f s ome po ssible w orld (though not n ecessarily t he act ual 
world).10 Thus, t he pr oposition ‘ the most pe rfect be ing exists’ is t rue of some po ssible w orld. 
Given, however, that this particular existential c laim is itself a necessary t ruth, by virtue of the 
conceptual inclusion o f e xistence a mong the pe rfections o f t he most perfect b eing, t he 
proposition applies necessarily to a ll possible worlds and, of course, to the actual world.11
                                                        
10 Although t he c onception o f necessary a nd contingent t ruths in t erms o f t heir r elation t o 
possible w orlds is a more co ntemporary r eading of L eibniz, o ne ca n show –on s ome 
interpretations of Leibniz’s pr inciples –that necessary truths apply across worlds and contingent 
truths are bound to particular worlds (Adams 46-7). 
 By 
demonstration o f t he po ssibility o f t he co ncept of t he most pe rfect b eing, L eibniz a llows t he 
11 This line o f reasoning is problematic given t hat po ssible worlds t hemselves exist o nly in t he 
mind of God. Nevertheless, it is useful for the elucidation of the role of “possibility” in Leibniz’s 
formulation of the OA. 
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proposition, ‘the most perfect being e xists,’ to assume its p lace a mong the logically necessary 
truths of all possible worlds. 
 For Leibniz, then, the po ssibility o f concepts is a governing factor in the constitution o f 
reality. Although possibles are ‘real’ only to the extent that they ‘exist’ in the divine mind, truths 
regarding them are necessary insofar as they fit the criterion of identity. Importantly, for Leibniz, 
it s eems such necessity i s not hypothetical necessity. O ne would not say –as Kant does in hi s 
critique o f O A – that, for example, ‘If unicorns exist, then unicorns are horned beasts’; r ather, 
insofar as  a u nicorn is (as a po ssible concept) a f eature of some po ssible world, ‘A u nicorn is 
horned beast’ is a  necessary t ruth. Likewise, employing Salmon’s formulation from §1.2, ‘The 
divine individual is divine’ is a necessary truth independently of its hypothetical formulation, ‘If 
the divine individual exists, the divine individual is divine.’ Leibniz’s conception of logical truth 
is, t herefore, modally substantive, a pplying to possibles a s w ell as  act uals a nd delineating 
necessary truths independently of one’s empirical inquiry into the features of the actual world. 
 The second useful feature o f Salmon’s formulation mentioned above is the employment 
of ‘exists’ as a predicate. It should be clear from what has been said to this point that, insofar as 
Leibniz e ntertains t he ( quasi-) r eality o f po ssibles, t he us e o f ‘exists’ as a pr edicate is 
unproblematic. G iven his a priori delineation o f the best o f a ll po ssible w orlds from a ll o ther 
possible worlds, Leibniz may c ircumvent the question o f whether existence is a ‘real’ predicate 
for ‘existence’ is reducible to the claim that the such-and-such in question is a feature of the best 
of a ll po ssible w orlds. T hus L eibniz’s conceptions o f logical a nd m etaphysical m odalities 
provide a  mechanism by w hich t o di stinguish po ssibles from a ctuals w ithout reference t o the 
problematic concept of existence. This is not to say, of course, that Leibniz’s modal system is not 
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without its own difficulties. This is to say, rather, that the reality o f po ssibles w ithin Leibniz’s 
logic makes the distinction between possibles and actuals a fundamentally a priori one. 
 In s um, L eibniz’s c onception of  logic facilitates on tological a rgumentation for t he 
following reasons: Leibniz’s understanding of logical truth is integrally bound to his conception 
of metaphysical t ruth. For Leibniz, t he criterion o f identity is a t t he root of a ll t ruth, necessary 
and contingent ( though unknowably so for the latter). But identity is , for Leibniz, not merely a 
necessary condition of truth (as we shall see that it is for Kant) but a sufficient condition as well, 
for truth is definable as such solely by appeal to the logical mechanism of analysis. Insofar as the 
concept o f t he de ity meets t he cr iterion o f po ssibility, the e xistence o f t he de ity stands a s a 
logical t ruth a nd, t herefore, as a necessary t ruth ab out the w orld. In w hat f ollows, L eibniz’s 
conception of logic and its relation to the ontological argument will be clarified by virtue of the 
inquiry into K ant’s po sitions o n t he s ame matters, many o f w hich a re formulated by Kant in 
response to Leibniz. 
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4.0  KANT 
At t his po int w e s hall t urn t o K ant’s po sition on t he formality a nd modality o f logic a nd, 
subsequently, t o hi s t reatment of t he O A. Although w e a re a nticipating the s ynthesis o f 
Leibnizian and Kantian conceptions of logic in the discussion of Frege, we may consider Kant to 
be the fulcrum of the discussion, for Kant’s understanding of logic marks a decisive turning point 
in philosophical logic. In what follows, we shall see how Kant’s novel conception of logic is of 
marked consequence for s peculative metaphysics o n t he w hole (in pa rticular, L eibnizian 
metaphysics) and the ontological argument in particular.  
4.1 KANTIAN CONCEPTIONS OF LOGIC 
4.1.1 Overview 
In o rder to characterize Kant’s co nception o f logic, o ne must, f irst and foremost, attend to the 
taxonomy of logics that Kant lays out in the Critique of Pure Reason’s “Transcendental Logic” 
segment of the “Transcendental Doctrine of Elements.” Kant begins his discussion of the logical 
taxonomy by de fining logic ge nerally in c ontradistinction t o s ensibility: “We t herefore 
distinguish the science of the rules of sensibility in general, that is, aesthetic, from the science of 
the rules of the understanding in general, that is, logic” [A52/B76]. Following directly upon this 
definition Kant po sits a  t wofold distinction in logic, b roadly c onceived: logic of  t he ge neral 
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employment o f t he u nderstanding and logic o f t he special e mployment o f t he u nderstanding.  
According to this d istinction, t he logic o f t he general e mployment o f t he un derstanding is 
concerned with t he “absolutely necessary r ules o f t hought w ithout w hich t here c an be no 
employment whatsoever of the understanding,” whereas the logic o f the special employment of 
the understanding “contains t he r ules o f co rrect t hinking as r egards a cer tain k ind of o bjects” 
[A52/B76]. Insofar as  t he logic o f t he special e mployment o f t he u nderstanding is c oncerned 
with va ried k inds of o bjects, it m ay be further un derstood a s “ the o rganon o f t his o r that 
science,” in contrast to general logic, which Kant terms the “logic of elements” [A52/B76].  
 General logic is, t hus, co ncerned w ith the “form o f t hought in general” [ A55/B79]. 
Depending on the form of thought in question, however, general logic itself may be either “pure” 
or “ applied.” Whereas app lied general logic co ncerns t he r ules go verning the u nderstanding 
under e mpirical c onditions –that is, w hat is c ommonly co nsidered to b e t he pr ovince o f 
psychology -pure ge neral l ogic i s co ncerned “only w ith pr inciples a priori, and is a canon of 
understanding and of r eason, but  only in r espect of what is formal in their e mployment, be  t he 
content w hat it m ay, empirical o r t ranscendental” [A53/B77].12
 Kant de lineates o ne final branch o f logic, t ranscendental logic, w hich he d efines as “a 
science o f t he k nowledge w hich belongs t o pur e understanding a nd r eason, w hereby w e t hink 
 Insofar as  pur e g eneral logic 
concerns only the formal aspects o f thought, it abstracts from the c ircumstantial features of the 
employment o f o ur un derstanding, including s ense, imagination, memory, a nd s o forth, a nd, 
“indeed, from a ll causes from w hich t his o r t hat kn owledge may arise o r s eem t o a rise” 
[A53/B77].  
                                                        
12 Although the term is not of much importance for the argument, it may be of use to define 
Kant’s use of  ‘transcendental’ as designating “all knowledge which is occupied not so much 
with objects as with the mode of our knowledge of objects in so far as this mode of knowledge is 
to be possible a priori” [A11-2/B25]. 
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objects entirely a priori” [A57/B82].  Transcendental logic comprises rules for the determination 
of t he or igin, s cope a nd objective validity of  our  a priori knowledge of  obj ects. I nsofar a s 
transcendental logic applies t o a pa rticular ar ea of o bjective t hought, w e may consider it t o 
exemplify Kant’s notion of a ‘ special’ logic, though, as MacFarlane notes, the precise status of 
transcendental logic in Kant’s logical taxonomy is not clear (83). 
 Given t his t axonomy, w e may begin to s ee ho w K ant de lineates logic itself a long the 
lines o f formality a nd modality. I n t he ca se o f formality, eac h area o f logic is d efined by its 
applicability t o s ome as pect of t he e mployment of t he un derstanding. T hese as pects ar e, 
themselves, de fined in terms o f t heir ge nerality or the e xtent t o w hich t hey a bstract f rom t he 
content of the understanding. Thus, general logic is concerned only with form of thought and has 
no regard for differences in objects of thought, whereas special logics are delineated precisely in 
terms o f t heir co ncern for s pecific do mains o f o bjects. T ranscendental l ogic is , l ikewise, 
concerned with a specific domain of objective thought.   
 In regard to modality, t he d ivision w ithin the t axonomy is s imilar. G eneral logic a lone 
purports to apply necessarily t o the u nderstanding. As MacFarlane notes, Kant’s d istinction in 
the Jäsche Logic between necessary and contingent r ules o f co gnition co rresponds t o the 
distinction between ge neral a nd special logics ( 82). A s w ith ge neral logic, necessary r ules o f 
cognition are necessary insofar as thought as such would be impossible without them. Contingent 
rules o f cognition are, o n t he o ther ha nd, like special logics, de pendent upo n t hought of, o r in, 
this o r t hat d omain. Again, t ranscendental logic is a llied with t he special logics insofar a s it 
concerns the domain of those objects that may be given in intuition (MacFarlane 82).13
                                                        
13 ‘Intuition’ is a Kantian term, which refers to the immediate relationship between an object and 
human cognition. For Kant, human intuition is strictly sensible; thus, “all thought must, directly 
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 Despite the diversity of applications of the term in Kant’s work, it should be fairly clear 
that our contemporary conception of logic corresponds most closely to Kant’s pure general logic, 
insofar a s it is d istinguished by  both ge neral a nd n ormative a pplicability t o thought a s s uch 
(MacFarlane 83-4). I t is pr ecisely t his co nception of logic t hat Kant wields aga inst t hose who, 
like L eibniz, s eek to extend the s peculative us e o f r eason b eyond its pr oper d omain. I ndeed, 
Kant’s at tack on s peculative metaphysics is s harpened by his logical t axonomy insofar as  h e 
effectively e xcludes a nything but t he c onsideration o f form from t he science o f logic pr oper. 
Thus, w hereas Leibniz’s co nception o f logic a llows for the logical de rivation of s ubstantive 
truths, Kant r elegates all concern w ith content to the province o f the special o r t ranscendental 
logics. I n w hat follows, I  w ill e lucidate t his c laim by a ddressing the pa rticular w ays in w hich 
Kant conceives of the formality and modality of pure general logic (hereafter, simply ‘logic’). 
4.1.2 Kantian Conceptions of Logical Formality 
In his 2000 d issertation “What Does I t Mean t o Say T hat Logic is Formal?” John MacFarlane 
claims that our contemporary conception of logic originated in large part with the transcendental 
philosophy of K ant. I n pa rticular, M acFarlane ar gues t hat K ant’s co nception o f logic a s 
“distinctly formal” marked a decisive split from previous conceptions of the formality of logic 
(ii). As we have seen above, the concept of formality plays a definitive role in Kant’s conception 
of l ogic and its d ivisions. A t this j uncture, I shall follow M acFarlane in e lucidating what, 
precisely, is unique about the role of formality in Kant’s conception of logic. 
 MacFarlane begins his discussion by delineating three different conceptions of formality 
that have been historically characteristic of logic:                                                                                                                                                                                   
or indirectly…relate ultimately to intuitions, and therefore, with us, to sensibility, because in no 
other way can an object be given to us” [A19/B33]. 
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[Logic] is said to be formal (or topic-neutral) 
(1) in the sense that it provides constitutive norms for thought as such, 
(2) in the sense that it is indifferent to the particular identities of objects, and 
(3) in the sense that it abstracts entirely from the semantic content of thought. (ii)14
 
 
Given t he qua lifications o utlined in t he pr evious s ection, it is c lear t hat K ant’s c onception o f 
logic encompasses all three of these senses. MacFarlane, however, holds the third sense (which 
he t erms 3-formality) to be a  uniquely Kantian innovation. A lthough MacFarlane’s ( extensive) 
argument for t his t hesis cannot be  e xpounded upon a t t his t ime, I will f ollow MacFarlane in 
considering 3-formality ( hereafter, s imply ‘formality’) t o be t he de fining feature o f K ant’s 
conception o f logic. Indeed, it is precisely this feature that proves to be of great importance for 
Kant’s tr eatment o f s peculative metaphysics in ge neral a nd t he o ntological ar gument in 
particular. 
 In his di scussion of logic in the Critique –both i n t he “ Transcendental L ogic” and 
elsewhere –Kant r epeatedly e mphasizes t he importance o f t he distinction be tween f orm and 
content. Indeed, the capacity of logic as a science is strictly limited because it concerns only the 
form of thought: 
For logic t eaches us  nothing whatsoever r egarding the co ntent o f k nowledge, but lays 
down only t he formal conditions of agreement with t he understanding; a nd since t hese 
conditions can t ell us nothing at a ll as to the objects concerned, any at tempt to use this 
logic as an instrument (organon) that professes to extend and enlarge our knowledge can 
end in nothing but mere talk. [A61/B86] 
 
In other words, logic cannot facilitate the acquisition of the knowledge of any “fact” whatsoever 
concerning the world –“not even,” as MacFarlane notes, “of the most general and abstract facts 
(facts about identity or existence, for example)” (88).  
                                                        
14 ‘Semantic content’ refers to the ‘meaning’ of a given thought, utterance, proposition, etc., as 
opposed to its formal structure.  
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Despite logic’s lack of capability in this respect, insofar as logic does concern the form of 
thought, it is c apable o f pr oviding us  with k nowledge o f t he ( albeit t rivial) t ruth o f a nalytic 
judgments.15
 To summarize: Kant’s d istinction b etween t he f orm o f a judgment an d its matter 
determines the province o f logic. Logic is concerned solely with the formal aspects o f thought 
and can, as a r esult, tell us  o nly w hether o r not a judgment meets a  minimum criterion o f non-
contradiction. F or K ant, h owever, t he logical assessment o f a judgment h as no b earing 
whatsoever on the relation of this judgment to the world, that is, on whether or not the ‘matter’ of 
the judgment is t rue. T hus, t he logical possibility ( that is, freedom from co ntradiction) o f a  
 For Kant, the principle of contradiction –that is, “[the] proposition that no predicate 
contradictory of a thing can belong to it” –is “the universal and completely sufficient principle of 
all analytic knowledge” [ A151/B191]. T hus, Kant’s c onception o f logic g ives us , a t least, a  
negative c riterion for t he t ruth o f a  judgment, th at i s, th at it must a gree w ith th e formal 
conditions of t he understanding. By virtue of t he pr inciple o f contradiction, we c an know t he 
truth o f judgments s uch as , ‘All r ed things ar e r ed,’ ‘ All bachelors ar e u nmarried’ and –to 
anticipate t he discussion o f O A –‘The d ivine individual is d ivine.’ Nonetheless, as  Kant 
emphasizes, the principle of contradiction provides us merely with a necessary criterion of truth; 
hence, “beyond the s phere o f analytic k nowledge it has, a s sufficient criterion o f truth, no  
authority and no field of application” [A151/B191]. 
                                                        
15 Although ‘analytic’ has been employed in a variety of ways, Kant’s use of the term designates 
a judgment (i.e. proposition) in which the subject and predicate are identical (in something like 
the aforementioned sense employed by Leibniz). Thus, for Kant, an analytic judgment “[adds] 
nothing through the predicate to the concept of the subject” [A7/B11]. A ‘synthetic’ judgment, 
on the other hand, is one in which some conceptual element of the predicate is not contained in 
the subject and which, consequently, “[adds] to the concept of the subject a predicate which has 
not been in any wise thought in it” [A7/B11].  
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judgment is no t sufficient for the ‘real’ possibility of its material c laims. The explication of the 
precise senses of these modal notions will be the subject matter of the next section. 
4.1.3 Kantian Conceptions of Logical Modality 
This section will, first and foremost, address Kant’s conception of modality as it applies to logic. 
Necessarily, however, t he d iscussion will stray o utside o f t he bounds o f (pure ge neral) logical 
modality, for Kant’s precise notion of logical modality becomes clear only in contradistinction to 
his other uses of modal notions, such as those he employs in his transcendental framework. This 
is because –much like logical formality –Kant’s sense of the modality of logic is determined by 
the f orm/matter di stinction a nd, as  a r esult, un derstanding what l ogic is depends, t o a  l arge 
degree, on understanding what logic is not. Thus, t his section equally concerns both t he modal 
notions that are admitted to, and those that are excluded from, Kant’s conception of logic. Those 
that ar e ex cluded are, pe rhaps, o f gr eatest i mportance for un derstanding the manner in w hich 
Kant’s logic sets itself in opposition to the logic of Leibniz and his predecessors.  
 To begin, let us  r eiterate the pr eliminary logical modalities t hat w ere s et out i n t he 
previous section. V ia t he pr inciple o f contradiction, Kant o ffers us  a c lear n otion o f logical 
impossibility, wherein no contradictory judgment is to be admitted as true. Logical po ssibility is, 
likewise, at tributed to a judgment t hat m eets t his necessary criterion o f t ruth a nd logical 
necessity is at tributed to analytic judgments, the denial o f which would violate the pr inciple o f 
contradiction. According to Kant, “since the opposite of the concept would contradict the object, 
the concept itself must necessarily be affirmed of it” [A151/B191]. For Kant, then, the full range 
of logical modalities ca n be de fined by r eference t o the pr inciple o f co ntradiction. T he 
applicability of these logical modalities i s, however, l imited by the restrictions Kant places on 
logic itself. I nsofar as  logic t reats only t he form of t hought, logical modalities t hemselves a re 
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restricted in t heir app lication t o f ormal as pects o f t hought. C onsequently, “[that] I  can  think 
whatever I please, provided only that I do not contradict myself…suffices for the possibility o f 
the co ncept…But something more is r equired before I  can ascribe t o such a co ncept o bjective 
validity, that is, real possibility; the former possibility is merely logical” [B xxvi, n.]. 
 The logical modalities of judgments and concepts are, in this sense, self-contained. This 
is to say that the logical modality of a judgment, insofar as it is concerned merely with the form 
of judgment, has no bearing on the relationship between the judgment and our knowledge of its 
objective truth. Such a consequence is, of course, to be expected. In order to determine how Kant 
treats the modality o f judgments in relation to the world, one must venture outside of the realm 
of t he analytic a nd into t he s ynthetic –that is, t he r ealm o f ‘ real’ possibility –wherein Kant 
iterates an alternative range of modalities. These modalities are, unlike logical modalities, bound 
up in t he t ranscendental c onditions o f experience a nd, a s such, nu mber a mong the e lements o f 
the categories and the table of judgments.  
Thus, in the “Postulates of Empirical Thought” Kant gives us  the following rules for the 
empirical employment of the categories of modality: 
1. That w hich agr ees with t he formal c onditions o f e xperience, t hat i s, w ith the 
conditions of intuition and of concepts, is possible. 
2. That w hich is bound up with the material c onditions o f e xperience, t hat is, w ith 
sensation, is actual. 
3. That w hich in its connection w ith t he actual i s determined i n accordance w ith 
universal conditions of experience, is (that is, exists as) necessary. [A218/B265-6] 
 
The t hree po stulates co rrespond, r espectively, t o the cat egories o f “Possibility-Impossibility,” 
“Existence-Non-existence,” a nd “Necessity-Contingency” [ A80/B106]. I n his “Explanation” o f 
the postulates, Kant emphasizes a “peculiarity” concerning modality. In regard to the categories 
of modality, Kant contends that, “in determining an object, they do  not in the least enlarge the 
concept t o which they ar e at tached as pr edicates” [A219/B266]. Instead, t he cat egories o f 
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modality merely “express t he r elation o f t he concept to the faculty o f k nowledge,” t hat is, “to 
understanding a nd its empirical employment, t o e mpirical judgment, a nd to reason i n i ts 
application t o experience” [A219/B266].  To s ay t hat an  o bject is po ssible in t his r espect is, 
therefore, to say that such an object is “in agreement” with the formal conditions of experience; 
however, it is not to s ay t hat t he pr edicate “possible” t ells u s anything about t he o bject itself 
apart f rom w hat is a lready contained in its concept. S imilarly, Kant t ells u s t hat t he 
distinguishing feature of the modality of judgment is that “it contributes nothing to the content of 
the judgment…but c oncerns o nly t he value o f t he c opula in r elation t o thought i n ge neral” 
[A74/B100]. 
  Why do es Kant e xclude modality –whether t hat o f co ncepts o r judgments –from t he 
content of t hought? L eila H aaparanta s uggests t hat K ant’s modal t heory r epresents a cr itical 
commentary on Leibnizian metaphysics. In short, insofar as the application of modal categories –
via t he pr inciples o f pur e u nderstanding –is r estricted to em pirical co ntexts, t he o bjective 
differences b etween the m odal cat egories b reak down. T hus, in regards t o the o bjective 
difference between possibility and actuality: 
Kant defines the concept of the possible independently o f actuality, but his view o f the 
employment o f t he a pr iori conditions o f ex perience implies t hat w hat s atisfies t he 
definition of possibility and hence what is possible is precisely that which is actual. Kant 
thus t akes po ssibility and actuality t o be  intensionally d ifferent but  e xtensionally t he 
same. (“Frege and His German Contemporaries on Alethic Modalities” 263) 
 
In t his r espect, Kant’s d istinction between t he po ssible a nd the act ual s tands in contrast to 
Leibniz’s. F or L eibniz, t he co ncepts o f metaphysical and logical po ssibility ar e e xtensionally 
different from the concept of actuality for –as we have seen in the previous section –that which 
falls under the concept of ‘possible’ is a feature of the constitution of a po ssible world, whereas 
that which is actual is part of this world, that is, the world that has been realized. Thus –as Kant 
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claims –Leibnizian metaphysics portrays the relationship between the possible and the actual as a 
relationship between “ a gr eat r ealm o f po ssibility, o f w hich a ll t hat i s act ual ( the o bjects o f 
experience) is only a small part” [A231/B283].  
The pr oblem w ith t his p icture, acc ording to K ant, i s t hat if w e co nsider t he act ual t o 
comprise only a fraction o f the possible, then we are t empted to infer that “something must be 
added to the possible to constitute the actual” [A231/B284]. For Kant, however, the only thing 
that can transform a possibility into an actuality is the empirical acquaintance with the object in 
question. S uch empirical acquaintance, however, pr esupposes t he a ctuality o f t he o bject an d, 
hence, t he notion o f t he po ssible is accessible only through the actual (and all valid inferences 
based upon it).The consequence for Leibnizian metaphysics is as follows: 
That yet another s eries o f appe arances in thoroughgoing connection w ith t hat w hich is 
given in pe rception, a nd consequently t hat m ore t han o ne a ll-embracing experience is 
possible, cannot be inferred from what is given; and still less can any such inference be 
drawn independently of anything being given –since without material nothing whatsoever 
can be t hought. Wha t is po ssible o nly u nder co nditions w hich t hemselves ar e merely 
possible is not in all respects possible. But such [absolute] possibility is in question when 
it is asked whether t he po ssibility o f t hings e xtends further t han e xperience c an r each. 
[A231-2/B284] 
 
In short –contra Leibniz –we cannot know that anything is genuinely possible until we find that it 
is actual. Wh ereas L eibniz’s more ‘ robust’ sense o f logical/metaphysical po ssibility facilitates 
the serious consideration of alternative possibilities and their philosophical consequences, Kant’s 
restrictive demarcation of logical possibility as a merely formal condition of truth incapacitates it 
outside of the province of logic. 
 Kant’s modal t heory, like his logical formalism, clearly follows t he pr ecedent set in t he 
taxonomy o f logic. T he modalities of t he co ncepts an d judgments o f pur e ge neral logic a re 
indicative o f t he app lication o f a merely negative cr iterion o f t ruth t o the formal aspects o f 
thought. B eyond this, logical modalities c an t ell us  nothing about ‘ real’ possibility, t hat is , 
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whether or not the concepts and judgments in question have any objective application. In order to 
gain objective k nowledge o f r eal possibilities w e must b ecome sensibly acquainted with t heir 
material aspect –they must become actualities.   
 Unlike Leibniz, Kant’s logic provides us with no  real metaphysical modalities. In some 
sense, logical modalities appear to be saying something important about the world, in the very 
least that no contradiction can be t rue. But it must be remembered that logical modalities –like 
logic it self -pertain to the form o f th ought a s such and not t o the r elation of t hought t o the 
objective world. T he a ssessment o f c oncepts a nd judgments in light of t he pr inciple o f 
contradiction is, for Kant, merely an application of normative standards to the employment of the 
understanding. 
4.2 KANT ON THE ONTOLOGICAL ARGUMENT 
4.2.1 Preliminary 
The description herein of Kant’s t reatment of the ontological argument will be somewhat br ief, 
for most o f t he important an d interesting claims ar e t o b e made in the s ubsequent s ection 
concerning the relationship of Kant’s logic and the OA. Kant’s criticism of OA is summarized in 
the w ell-rehearsed dictum that ‘existence is not a pr edicate.’ To da te, much a ttention has be en 
focused o n w hether o r no t Kant’s c riticism soundly de feats O A; however, much less attention 
has been given to the origin of this criticism, particularly as it relates to his conception of logic. It 
is this omission that I hope to address in what follows. 
 Kant launches his attack against OA in Chapter III – “The Ideal of Pure Reason” –of the 
Critique of Pure Reason’s T ranscendental D ialectic. The c ritique o f O A itself u nfolds in t wo 
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distinct stages. In the first stage, Kant posits the distinction between the “unconditioned necessity 
of judgments” and the “absolute necessity o f things” [A593/B621]. For Kant, the rejection of a 
logically necessary t ruth is u nproblematic, s o l ong as w e un derstand the t ruth i n hypothetical 
form. Thus, to claim that it is absolutely necessary that a triangle has three angles is not to claim 
“that three angles are absolutely necessary, but that, under the condition that there is a t riangle 
(that is, t hat a triangle is g iven), t hree angles will necessarily be found in it” [A594/B622]. In 
other words, if there is a triangle then it will necessarily have three angles. The problem with the 
OA in this regard is that one must posit the subject of the hypothetical –that is, the divine being –
in order to conclude that existence is truly predicated of it, a move that is clearly illicit. 
 Kant then echoes Hume in maintaining that no contradiction need occur if we, rather than 
positing the subject of the proposition, reject the subject altogether:  
If, in a n identical pr oposition, I  r eject the pr edicate w hile r etaining the s ubject, 
contradiction results; and I therefore say that the former belongs necessarily to the latter. 
But if we reject subject and predicate alike, there is no contradiction; for nothing is then 
left that can be contradicted. To posit a triangle, and yet to reject its three angles, is self-
contradictory; but there is no contradiction in rejecting the triangle together with its three 
angles. T he s ame holds t rue o f t he concept o f a n a bsolutely necessary being. I f its 
existence is rejected, we reject the thing itself with all its predicates; and no question o f 
contradiction can then arise. [A594-5/B622-3] 
 
The essence of Kant’s claim here is that the necessity of judgments is mere conceptual necessity, 
which ca nnot l ead us t o exi stence c laims s o long as t he t ruth o f a hy pothetical r equires t he 
presupposition o f t he very existence o f its s ubject. T hus, acco rding t o K ant, there i s no  
conceivable s ubject an d predicate co mbination, the r ejection o f w hich w ould result in a  
contradiction. C onsequently, “in the a bsence o f contradiction [ one] has t hrough pur e a priori 
concepts alone, no criterion of impossibility” [A596/B624]. 
 The second stage in Kant’s critique of OA addresses the concept of the ens realissimum, 
the internal po ssibility o f w hich –insofar a s it c ontains a ll r eality –seems t o n ecessitate its 
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existence. According to Kant, the argument proceeds as  follows: “Now… ‘all r eality’ includes 
existence; existence is therefore contained in the concept of a t hing that is possible. If, then, this 
thing is r ejected, t he internal possibility o f t he t hing is r ejected –which is  s elf-contradictory” 
[A596-7/B624-5]. It is at this stage that Kant introduces the argument against the predication of 
existence. His argument hinges on the d istinction between ‘logical’ and ‘real’ o r ‘determining’ 
predicates. According to Kant, predications of the former sort are merely analytic and, as such, 
they add  nothing that i s not al ready co ntained in t he concept itself. T hus, t he pr edication o f 
existence of a thing which a lready includes existence in its concept is nothing but a “miserable 
tautology” [A597/B625]. On the other hand, real or determining predications do add something 
to t he c oncept i n que stion, but , i nsofar a s t hey do s o, the r ejection o f t he r esulting synthetic 
proposition no longer results in a contradiction and, thus, isn’t necessary. 
 The d istinction between logical a nd real pr edicates w ill be o f gr eat i mportance in t he 
following discussion of Kant’s logic and OA. At this po int, however, it remains to be seen how 
this d istinction r elates to  K ant’s r ejection of e xistence a s a  pr edicate. According to K ant, 
“‘Being’ is obviously not a real predicate; that is, it is not a concept of something which could be 
added to the co ncept o f a t hing”; r ather, “[it] is merely t he po siting o f a t hing, o r o f cer tain 
determinations, as existing in themselves” [A598/B626]. In other words, to say of a subject that 
it e xists is not to a dd a nything new o r ‘ determining’ to the s ubject b ut, r ather, to “posit the 
subject in itself w ith a ll its pr edicates, a nd indeed po sit it a s be ing a n o bject that s tands in 
relation t o m y concept” [A599/B627]. Insofar a s t his is t he ca se, t he inclusion o f e xistence as 
part of the essence o f the ens realissimum is fallacious and, thus, the argument from essence to 
existence is invalid. 
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4.2.2 Kantian Conceptions of Logical Formality and OA 
It should be clear from the preliminary discussion of both stages of Kant’s cr iticism of OA that 
his at tack on OA is rooted in his co nception o f t he capa cities o f logic. I t is at  this po int that I 
shall attempt t o f lesh o ut the full implications o f t his c orrelation, beginning w ith the 
consideration o f t he r ole t hat Kantian formality p lays in the treatment of OA. The crux o f t he 
matter has been discussed at length above in §4.1.2. For Kant, insofar as logic is purely formal, 
the gu lf between a l ogical, de ductive ‘proof’ of existence and the r equisite e mpirical pr oof is 
strictly u nbridgeable. T hus, w hereas Leibniz holds O A t o be  va lid precisely because o f t he 
logical necessity o f t he pr oposition, ‘ the most pe rfect be ing exists,’ Kant maintains t hat logical 
necessity is nothing more than a formal necessity and has no implications outside of the realm of 
the analytic. Indeed –contra Leibniz –the ‘real’ possibility of a concept cannot even be proven by 
means of logical principles: 
A concept is always possible if it is not self-contradictory. This is the logical criterion of 
possibility, and by it the object of the concept is distinguishable from the nihil negativum. 
But it may none the less be an empty concept, unless the objective reality of the synthesis 
through which the concept is generated has been specifically proved; and such proof, as 
we have shown above, rests on principles of possible experience, and not on the principle 
of analysis (the law of contradiction). This is a warning against arguing directly from the 
logical possibility of concepts to the real possibility of things. [A596/B624 fn. a] 
 
In other words, all that Kant’s logic has to offer us is an assessment of a concept (or a judgment 
or a rgument) i n light o f t he f ormal c riteria o f t hought. Thus t he logical e mployment o f t he 
understanding is a  ne cessary c ondition o f t ruth, but  the s ufficient c ondition is met o nly by 
stepping outside of the conceptual realm and into the realm of intuition.  
 It should be clear that Kant’s conception of logic is an integral part of his efforts to hinder 
the over-extension of the speculative employment of reason. What is not clear, however, is what 
bearing this conception o f logic has on the specific ‘existence is not a pr edicate’ refutation that 
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Kant u ltimately a dvances ag ainst O A. I n r egards t o S OA, i t i s c lear t hat –regardless o f a ny 
arguments advanced against premise (1b) concerning the predication of existence –the argument 
itself is  inva lid for K ant merely by  v irtue of it s lo gical c onstitution. For Kant, t he logical 
necessity o f the conclusion, ‘the d ivine individual exists,’ would be impotent in any application 
outside of the realm of the analytic. Why, then, does Kant insist on advancing a further argument 
against the predication of existence? 
 Kant’s d iscussion o f e xistence follows his introduction o f t he co ncept o f t he ens 
realissimum, t he de nial o f w hich ( insofar as  it i s pur ported to c ontain a ll r eality) t hreatens t o 
violate t he principle of co ntradiction, t hereby failing to m eet ev en t he n ecessary cr iterion o f 
truth. I f t he de nial o f t he ens realissimum results i n a  contradiction, then K antian l ogic i tself 
seems to require that we admit the necessity of the existence of such a being [A151/B190].16
4.2.3 Kantian Conceptions of Logical Modality and OA 
 It is 
in r esponse t o this qua lification t o OA t hat Kant e mbarks o n his cr itique o f t he pr edication o f 
existence. B ut t he cr itique o f t he pr edication o f e xistence do es more t han merely fend off a  
particular version o f OA (the possibility of which Kant entertains merely provisionally to begin 
with). Instead, it brings t o bear o n OA specifically t he modalities set o ut in t he “Postulates o f 
Empirical Thought,” particularly Kant’s conception of actuality, to which we shall at this point 
turn. 
To briefly reiterate what was said in §4.1.3, logical modalities are, for Kant, applicable only to 
the pr ovince o f t hought. T o s ay o f a  pr oposition o r c oncept t hat i t is logically necessary, 
impossible, et. al., is to say something about the form of the proposition or concept in question                                                         16 As shown in the footnote above, however, Kant does not allow the logical possibility of a thing 
to prove its real possibility, thereby cutting off the ens realissimum from its inception.  
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and its agreement or disagreement with the formal conditions of thought. That logical modalities 
are limited in this r espect is c learly o f import i n Kant’s t reatment o f O A. I n undertaking the 
discussion of existence, however, Kant moves beyond logical modalities and into the province of 
the categories of modality and their formulation in the “Postulates of Empirical Thought.” Thus, 
in regard to the question asked above as  t o the r eason for Kant’s further argument aga inst t he 
predication of existence we may, first off, appeal to what Kant says about modality elsewhere in 
the Critique. I nsofar a s t o exi st is t o b e a ctual, existence falls u nder t he r ubric o f t he modal 
category o f act uality, de fined in t he P ostulates a s “[that] w hich is bound up with t he material 
conditions o f experience, that is, with sensation” [A218/B266]. For Kant, then, the existence of 
an object is marked either by t he immediate perception o f the object o r “the connection of the 
object w ith some actual pe rception,” for “[in] t he mere concept of a  t hing no mark of its 
existence is to be found” [A225/B272]. 
 Kant’s argument aga inst t he use o f e xistence as a pr edicate, however, go es beyond the 
assertion that existence is inextricably bound to experience. His focus in the refutation is, rather, 
on t he fact t hat exi stence is not a  r eal o r de termining predicate, but the po siting of a t hing or 
certain determinations o f the thing. In other words, existence or actuality –like the other modal 
categories –adds nothing to the content o f a judgment, for t he content of a  judgment is merely 
conceptual. It is precisely because Kant separates the categories of modality from the content of 
a judgment t hat h e is a ble t o a void the further c ommitments o f t he Leibnizian metaphysical 
schema. Insofar as the “principles of modality…predicate nothing of a co ncept but the action of 
the faculty o f k nowledge t hrough which it is ge nerated,” one ca nnot employ modal notions in 
arguments from concepts [A234/B287]. Thus unlike Leibniz, whose metaphysics are, in essence, 
founded on t he implications o f t he modality of  pr opositions a nd concepts, K ant c onstrues 
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modality in such a way as to ensure “[that] the possibility of a thing cannot be determined from 
the cat egory a lone, a nd that in o rder to exhibit t he o bjective r eality o f t he pur e co ncept o f t he 
understanding we must always have an intuition” [A235/B288]. 
 It s eems, t herefore, that K ant’s cr itique o f t he p redication o f e xistence is based, to a 
significant de gree, o n his systematic s eparation of t he a nalytic from t he synthetic, w hich 
manifests i tself in his modal theory. But  this separation is not just a pr oduct of Kantian mo dal 
theory. In add ition, Kant repeatedly emphasizes the d istinction between t he logical and real, or 
existential uses of is. To fully understand this distinction, therefore, we must revisit Kant’s sense 
of logical formality, w hich t ells u s t hat it is not that we strictly cannot employ existence as a 
predicate; rather, its employment as a predicate (or a copula) has a merely logical force which, as 
Kant notes, we employ regularly when we talk about things that we already know to exist [A600-
1/B628-9]. The source of d ifficulty in OA is t hus t he co nfusion o f logical and real pr edicates, 
which results in the illusion that one can include existence in a concept as a logical predicate, all 
the w hile e mploying it as  a r eal pr edicate. In ot her w ords, i f w e include ‘existence’ in t he 
concept of God, we include it in its logical form, for “[anything] we please can be made to serve 
as a  logical pr edicate; the subject can even be predicated of i tself; for logic abstracts f rom a ll 
content” [ A598/B626]. B ut, as  w e ha ve seen, insofar a s logic abstracts f rom a ll co ntent, t he 
logical pr edication o f a co ncept i s beholden to formal co nsiderations a lone a nd can t ell us  
nothing about the object of the concept. 
 Thus i t is  existence in its ‘ real’ predicative use that is illicit according to Kant. For the 
determining use of existence that we employ when we talk about the existence of a t hing is not 
part of th e s tructure of t he judgment a t a ll but is , r ather, a  modality o f t he judgment itself, 
concerning the “subjective at titudes” t hat w e have t owards the co ntent of judgments a nd their 
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relation t o our kn owledge ( Haaparanta, “Frege on Modalities” 264). A nd it is be cause t he 
determining use o f existence is so construed that the ontological argument for the existence o f 
God is so much labour and effort lost” [A602/B630]. 
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5.0  FREGE 
The final philosopher with which we shall deal is Gottlob Frege. Summarizing Frege’s logic is a 
considerable feat, one that shall not be undertaken at this point. Rather, as with Kant and Leibniz, 
the intention here is to isolate the formal and modal features of Frege’s conception of logic, and 
to describe in the requisite detail those features of Frege’s logic that are relevant to questions of 
formality and modality. I do so, as in the previous sections, with the intent of demonstrating the 
correlation between Frege’s conception o f logic a nd his t reatment o f t he O A. I n add ition, 
however, the intent of this section is to also show how Frege’s conception of logic is influenced 
by both Kant and Leibniz and how these influences play out in Frege’s treatment of OA.  
5.1 FREGEAN CONCEPTIONS OF LOGIC 
5.1.1 Fregean Conceptions of Logical Formality 
With r espect t o formality, Frege’s co nception of logic is marked, a bove a ll, by t he de parture 
from the 3-formality of Kantian logic. In other words, whereas Kant’s logic was grounded in the 
doctrine that thought has no content without relation to intuition, Frege’s logic –like Leibniz’s –
is intended to be a substantive, contentful source of objective knowledge (MacFarlane 135). The 
substantive n ature of F rege’s l ogic comes from t wo di fferent, t hough related, sources. O ne 
source is Frege’s logicist project: Frege claims –contra Kant –that arithmetic is reducible to logic 
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and, hence, t hat arithmetical o bjects ar e, in fact, logical o bjects, in r egard to which lo gic it self 
can extend our knowledge.17
 Given the focus of this paper, it would be best to start with a  description of how Frege 
conceives of a  pr oper logical language. Although –as Jo hn MacFarlane n otes –Frege h ad not 
 The second source of the substantive character of Frege’s logic is  
its e nhanced capacity for ‘ expressiveness.’ This enhanced capacity ca n be u nderstood in t wo 
different ways, both as a co nsequence o f Frege’s technical advancements and as a consequence 
of his conception o f w hat a l ogical language s hould be capa ble o f. Though F rege’s logicism 
provides the impetus for the formulation of these technical and doctrinal developments, both of 
these facets o f t he ex pressiveness o f Frege’s logical language ar e r ooted in his conception of 
logic as having its own contentful concepts, a conception which ultimately stands independently 
of his logicist aspirations (MacFarlane 154). The de tails o f t hese qu alifications w ill be fleshed 
out in what follows, though it should be noted that logical objects (including those derived from 
Frege’s logicist project) are not in and of themselves of much importance to the overall argument 
and, co nsequently, w ill not be d iscussed in de tail apart from t he evidence t hey provide for t he 
substantive nature o f Frege’s logic. The focus will be, r ather, on t he implications t hat t he 
expressive po wer o f Frege’s logical language h as for hi s t reatment o f e xistence and, 
correlatively, OA. 
                                                        
17 The t erm “object” r equires some qua lification here. For both Kant a nd Frege, “object” is a 
formal r ather t han an em pirical t erm, w hich is to s ay t hat b oth men d epart f rom t he naïve 
empirical view o f o bjects as  spatio-temporal e ntities o f a pe rceptible sort. For Kant, however, 
sensibility is yet a  necessary, t hough not a  sufficient, condition o f o ur knowledge o f an object. 
Frege d iverges from Kant in t his r espect by  d enying t he necessity o f s ensibility for s uch 
knowledge, but he does so by a ltering the paradigm o f what an object is. Thus, for Frege, one 
includes in t he set o f o bjects s uch non-spatio-temporal e ntities a s t houghts ( the “ contents” o f 
judgments), numbers, truth values and other referents of Fregean ‘proper names’ (Sluga 121-2). 
In short, as Hans S luga notes, “Frege characterizes objects by the properties o f the expressions 
that s tand for t hem…he t ransforms w hat looks like a  material a nd ontological problem into a  
formal semantic one” (122). 
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executed a full departure from Kantian logical formalism in the Begriffschrift, his work therein 
indicates the ensuing development of a conception of logic that would, ultimately, break free of 
Kantian formal c onstraints ( 137). In pa rticular, w e s ee in Frege’s de fense o f t he Begriffschrift 
from at tacks by  his co ntemporaries t hat he s eeks t o m odel his logical language a fter t he 
Leibnizian project of a universal characteristic: 
This [ Ernst S chröder’s] r eproach…essentially o verlooks the f act that m y a im w as 
different from Boole’s. I  did not w ish to present a n a bstract logic in formulas, but t o 
express a content through written symbols in a more precise and perspicuous way than is 
possible with words. In fact, I wished to produce, not a mere calculus ratiocinator, but  a 
lingua characteristica in the Leibnizian sense. (Conceptual Notation 90-1) 
 
Herein we see that, unlike Kant (and Boole), Frege is no t merely concerned with constructing a 
logical representation of formal, inferential rules; rather, his conceptual notation is intended to be 
a Leibnizian lingua characteristica. Frege conceives his lingua as a “language of pure thought,” 
that i s, as  a r epresentation o f t he o bjective co nceptual co ntent o f meaningful pr opositions 
through a notational system in which “the conceptual content of any statement can be given an 
adequate a nd c lear e xpression” ( Sluga 67) . But unlike Leibniz, Kant a nd o thers before t hem, 
Frege believes that the objective conceptual content that he aims to represent is not to be found 
clearly represented in n atural l anguage; i ndeed, the subject-predicate model of  pr opositional 
content (modeled after the grammatical form of natural language) was –as we shall see presently 
–a major source of the failure of traditional logic to adequately depict conceptual content (Sluga 
82). C orrelatively, it w as also t he s ource of L eibniz’s u ltimate failure t o c onstruct a lingua 
characteristica of t he s cope a nd power h e imagined. Thus, F rege e nvisions his c onceptual 
notation a s both a  c ontinuation o f a nd a n improvement upo n L eibniz’s o riginal intentions 
(Conceptual Notation 105). 
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As a t echnical co nsequence o f both his Leibnizian a spirations and hi s c ritique o f 
traditional lo gic, t he conceptual notation that F rege e nvisions co ncerns itself with f ormal 
relations, but do es so i n a w ay t hat s urpasses t he expressive capa city o f t he subject-predicate 
logic o f Kant and Leibniz. For F rege, t he a nalysis o f judgments e ntails t he a nalysis o f t he 
conceptual co ntent of t hese judgments. Whereas Kantian logic de fines itself as t he a bstraction 
from a ll conceptual co ntent, F rege’s logic hinges o n the pe rspicuous logical r epresentation o f 
such content. F or F rege, t he a nalysis o f logical r elations d epends not o nly o n t he logical 
expression of relations between the contents of judgments but also on the expression of logical 
relations w ithin t hem. I n o rder to f acilitate t he f ormal r epresentation o f such r elations, F rege 
develops the f unction/object distinction. B y virtue of t his d istinction, s entences ar e t o b e 
regarded as functions o f pr oper n ames, r ather t han as co mposites o f subjects an d pr edicates 
(Conceptual Notation 12-3). The functional view o f sentence structure is something to which I 
shall return presently. 
 Frege’s departure from Kantian formality thus begins with the Leibnizian character of his 
conceptual notation. It comes full c ircle, however, in the Foundations of Arithmetic, wherein he 
explicitly questions Kantian formalism with respect to his presentation of the logical objects o f 
arithmetic: “I  must a lso protest aga inst the ge nerality o f Kant’s d ictum: w ithout s ensibility no 
object w ould be g iven t o us . N ought a nd o ne are o bjects w hich c annot be g iven t o us  in 
sensation” (101). Frege’s protestations are here rooted in his logicist project. Thus their va lidity 
is dependent upon the success of the reduction of arithmetic to logic, which has been widely held 
to be  unf easible s ince t he a dvent o f R ussell’s pa radox. N onetheless, t he important po int t o be 
gleaned, not only f rom Frege’s criticism of Kant but from his logicist project on the whole, is 
that F rege co nceives of l ogic i tself as contentful a nd capable o f e xtending o ur kn owledge. 
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Insofar a s it has its o wn o bjects, logic is a ble t o e lude t he Kantian d ictum t hat “ without 
sensibility no o bject would be g iven t o us ,” for we see here t hat the properties o f numbers, as 
definitive examples of Fregean logical objects, may be known to us a priori, that is, without the 
benefit o f intuition. T hus, w hereas Kant r elegates ar ithmetic t o the r ealm o f t he s ynthetic 
precisely because it is a substantive science, seemingly requiring intuition for the justification of 
its c laims, Frege maintains that the claims of arithmetic can be proven logically and are thereby 
analytic, yet no netheless contentful. Frege’s po rtrait of ar ithmetic g ives us , t herefore, a 
paradigmatic example of how logic can not only ‘present’ us with a realm of objects, but can also 
extend our knowledge of such objects a priori. 
In r egard t o hi s d isagreement w ith Kant o n t he issue of t he an alyticity o f a rithmetic, 
Frege claims that Kant’s u nderestimation o f the value o f a nalytic (in pa rticular, ar ithmetical) 
judgments w as a co nsequence o f the narrow way i n which he  defined them (Foundations 99). 
Frege goes on to attribute Kant’s division of analytic and synthetic judgments, and the poverty of 
his understanding of the former, to his narrow conception of the formal constitution of judgment 
on the whole: 
What [Kant] is thinking of is the universal affirmative judgment; there we can speak of a 
subject co ncept a nd a sk –as his de finition r equires –whether t he pr edicate co ncept i s 
contained in it or not. But how can we do this, if the subject is an individual object? Or if 
the judgment is a n e xistential o ne? In t hese cases t here can s imply be no question o f a  
subject concept in Kant’s s ense. H e seems t o think o f c oncepts a s de fined by  g iving a  
simple list of characteristics in no special order; but of all ways of forming concepts, that 
is one of the least fruitful. (100). 
 
In contrast, Frege’s conception of the formal constitution of judgment allows him to infer things 
previously unknown from definitional (analytic) truths: 
But the more fruitful t ype o f de finition is a matter o f drawing boundary lines that were 
not previously given at all. What we shall be able to infer from it, cannot be inspected in 
advance; here, we are not simply taking out of the box again what we have just put into it. 
The conclusions we draw from it extend our knowledge, and ought therefore, on Kant’s 
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view, to be r egarded as synthetic; a nd yet t hey c an be pr oved by pur ely logical means, 
and are thus analytic. The truth is that they are contained in the definitions, but  as plants 
are contained in their seeds, not as beams are contained in a house. (100-1) 
 
For F rege, t he de lineation o f new “boundary l ines” i s a product of hi s f unctional analysis of 
propositions. Whereas Kant s ubscribed to the c lassic Aristotelian model o f s ubject-predicate 
propositional form, Frege sees propositions as a complex of functions and arguments. According 
to Frege’s function-argument analysis, the value of a proposition is determined by the application 
of a function ( that i s, a F regean co ncept) to an  ar gument, w hich ca n be e ither an o bject or  a  
concept itself (Frege Reader 10).18
It is of particular importance that Frege explicitly relates Kant’s impoverished conception 
of judgment t o existential judgments. A s w ill be r ecalled, Kant’s l ogic ha s no  mechanism b y 
which to express existential claims. The merely logical predication of existence differs in no way 
from t he pr edication o f a ny o ther o stensible qua lity, such a s ‘redness’ o r ‘ largeness.’ T hus, for 
Kant, e xistential claims t ake o n a super-logical cha racter i nsofar as  t hey e ntail t he modal 
modification of a judgment. Although the greater part of the discussion of Frege’s t reatment of 
existence will occur in the section concerning OA, it should be noted at this po int that Frege’s 
logic does have a mechanism for the expression of existence –the quantifier. It is by means of the 
application of quantifiers to judgments that Frege is able to express existential claims within his 
 Thus, for Frege, pr opositional a nalysis is a ble t o transcend 
the s implistic ( and semantically confining) subject-predicate account of propositional s tructure 
and, as a consequence, extend the province of the analytic. Insofar as this is the case, the logical 
apparatus of Frege’s Begriffschrift facilitates the rejection of the Kantian notion that the analytic 
is incapable of extending knowledge.  
                                                        
18 The d istinction between t he app lication o f functions t o objects o r c oncepts i s formally 
expressed as t he d istinction be tween first-order an d second-order co ncepts, r espectively. T his 
distinction will be spelled out in greater detail in the section on Frege’s criticism of OA. 
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logical s ystem as a  particular type o f judgment. A lthough, s imilarly t o Kant ( though for much 
different reasons) Frege does not regard existence to be directly predicable of an object, Frege’s 
quantification t heory a llows him t o pr edicate exi stence o f a co ncept an d thereby logically 
express the instantiation of a concept as an object. 
Frege’s logical treatment o f e xistence may be vi ewed as a d irect co nsequence o f his 
attempt to realize a Leibnizian characteristic language.19
                                                        
19 I a m not yet claiming that the particularities o f Frege’s logical expression o f existence are a  
consequence of his conception of logic; rather, I am claiming that Frege’s goal of perspicuously 
representing the s emantic co nstitution o f natural language necessitates t hat h e addr ess 
ambiguities in the use o f “is”. T hus Frege’s t reatment o f “is” s tands in contrast to Kant’s, for 
Kant’s logic co ncerns o nly formal r elations be tween concepts an d is, t hereby, u nequipped to 
represent the relationship of these concepts to objects. 
 One of the central difficulties that Kant 
encountered in dealing with the predication of existence was that ‘is’ has a multiplicity of senses, 
some of which fall within the province of logic (such as the copulative sense) and others which 
do not ( the existential sense). Insofar as  Frege a ims t o logically r epresent t he full r ange o f t he 
employment o f na tural language, sans ambiguities, it f alls o n him to di stinguish t he d ifferent 
semantic employments of ‘is’ within the formal apparatus of his conceptual notation. The result 
of Frege’s attempt to do so is the delineation of four discrete uses o f ‘ is’: identity, predication, 
existence and class-inclusion, a ll o f which are distinctly formally expressible in Frege’s logical 
language. As Leila Haaparanta notes, however, Frege does not anywhere explain precisely why 
the formal notations posited for the multiple senses of ‘is’ are as they are; rather, insofar as Frege 
holds the m eta-inquiry into t he s emantics o f natural language t o be  impossible, s o t oo i s t he 
justification o f t he logical representations o f t hese s emantic r elations. C onsequently, Frege 
justifies the d iffering employments of ‘is’ within his conceptual notation “simply by describing 
his n otation f or a f irst-order l anguage, w hich [ is] for hi m t he o nly c orrect lin guistic 
representation of our concepts” (“Frege on Existence” 159). 
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Given this consideration, it may seem as if a sufficient explanation of Frege’s conception 
of the formal constitution o f the ‘is’ of existence –the foundation of Frege’s critique of OA –is 
beyond o ur r each. B ut F rege’s formulation o f t he d iffering s enses o f being is, o f co urse, n ot 
merely a  pr oduct of hi s a ttempt t o c onstruct a  L eibnizian u niversal language. T here is, in 
addition, the factor of Frege’s modal theory, to which we shall now turn.  
5.1.2 Fregean Conceptions of Logical Modality 
The primary claim that will be advanced in this section is that Frege conceives of modalities in a 
Kantian manner, c onsequent up on t he ‘ one-world’ doctrine o f his co nceptual notation. T he 
significance o f t his c laim for F rege’s un derstanding of e xistence c laims –and, of  c ourse, f or 
ontological argumentation specifically –will be addr essed in t he section t hat follows. For now, 
we begin with a description of Frege’s modal theory. 
 Frege briefly addresses modal notions in §4 of the Begriffschrift, wherein he suggests that 
modal notions qualify a judgment by appeal to the grounds of its justification: 
The apodictic judgment is distinguished from the assertoric in that the apodictic suggests 
the existence of general judgments from which the proposition can be inferred, while the 
assertoric lacks such an indication. If I call a proposition necessary, I thereby give a hint 
about my grounds for judgment. But since this does not affect the conceptual content of 
the judgment, the apodictic form of judgment has for us no significance. If a proposition 
is presented as possible, the speaker is either refraining from judgment and indicating that 
he knows no laws from which the negation [of the proposition] would follow; or else he 
is saying that the universal negation of the proposition is false. In the latter case, we have 
what is usually called a particular affirmative judgment. (Conceptual Notation 114) 
 
The grounds of justification to which Frege refers in this passage are epistemic: Modal concepts 
like necessity and possibility describe a judgment in its relation to our knowledge. Thus, as Frege 
emphasizes, insofar as modal notions have no  bearing on the conceptual content of a judgment, 
the r epresentation o f t hese notions, “has for us  no s ignificance,” w hich is t o s ay t hat i t falls 
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outside o f the province o f Frege’s logic a nd thus o utside o f t he bur den o f r epresentation o f t he 
conceptual notation. 
 The s imilarities between the Kantian and Fregean conceptions o f modality a re 
immediately striking: Kant positions modalities outside of logic, claiming that they do not in any 
way ‘determine’ the subject of a judgment but rather serve to posit the nature of the judgment in 
its relation to the conditions of experience.20
 As it w as no ted in §4. 1.3, a lthough Kant maintains t he d ifference between t he modal 
categories, as  w ell as differences b etween the conditions o f t heir a pplication in the e mpirical 
employment of the understanding, there is, for Kant, no criteria of distinction in regards to these 
categories insofar as they apply to the objects of experience. Thus –as Haaparanta claims –“what 
Kant comes to argue in his Kritik is that the terms ‘possibility’, ‘actuality’ and ‘necessity’ refer 
to our different subjective at titudes towards the contents of judgments” (“Frege on Modalities” 
264). Likewise for Frege, modal notions are defined subjectively, that is, in terms of the way in 
which propositions relate to our knowledge. Thus we see in this the intersection of Kantian and 
 Frege echoes Kant in his claim that modalities do  
not i n any r espect a lter t he c onceptual co ntent o f a  judgment a nd, t hus, fall o utside o f t he 
province o f logic. U nlike Kant, h owever, Frege co nstrues modal notions as  ps ychologically 
determined. Wh ereas K ant defines m odal n otions in terms of the t ranscendental c onditions o f 
thought (which are by no means to be understood psychologically), Frege defines modal notions 
in terms of the “private” grounds of judgment available to an individual (Haaparanta “Frege on 
Modalities” 253). 
                                                        
20 This is to say that Kant positions modal notions outside o f the realm o f pure general logic, 
though not outside of transcendental logic. Insofar as he defines his modal notions in terms of the 
transcendental conditions of thought, modality is part and parcel of Kant’s t ranscendental logic. 
This is, however, of no consequence for the argument at hand. 
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Fregean modal t heory, w herein modality is u nderstood, a t bot tom, a s t he description o f t he 
nature of our subjective relationship as knowers to judgments. 
 For b oth K ant a nd Frege, t hen, t he po ssible, actual a nd necessary ar e o bjectively 
undifferentiated. The consequence o f t his for bo th Kant and Frege is t hat hu man k nowledge is 
confined to the co nsideration o f o nly o ne w orld. I n co ntrast to L eibniz –for w hom po ssibles 
present a real alternative –Kant and Frege are beholden to regard this world as the only possible 
world, the possibility of which is revealed by means of its actuality (“Frege on Modalities” 265). 
For Frege, this c onsequence o f his Kantian-esque modal t heory co incides w ith his do ctrine o f 
one-world, which is expressed within his logical framework as the “Principle of Completeness”, 
according to which all functions must be defined for all objects (Frege Reader 259). 
 The one-world doctrine –as exemplified both in the Principle of Completeness and in the 
consequences o f Frege’s modal t heory –is inextricably bound to F rege’s pr oject o f r ealizing a 
Leibnizian universal language. I t i s t he intended universality o f Frege’s logic t hat necessitates 
that he define, precisely, the constitution of the universe over which his quantifiers are to range 
(“Frege on Modalities 260-1). Many o f Frege’s contemporaries define their logic’s ‘universe o f 
discourse’ –or do main –variably o r in t erms t hat ha ve no o ntological import ( such a s 
DeMorgan’s denotation of the universe of discourse as ‘1’). In contrast, insofar as Frege aims to 
construct a logic that ‘mirrors’ the semantic structures of reality, he  is be holden to populate his 
universe of discourse in such a way that all objects fall within the scope of the variable-binding 
quantifiers. Thus, as Van Heijenoort notes in his influential paper “Logic as Calculus and Logic 
as Language”: 
For Frege it cannot be a que stion of changing universes. One could not even say that he 
restricts hi mself to  one universe. H is u niverse is the universe. N ot n ecessarily t he 
physical u niverse, o f co urse, b ecause for F rege s ome o bjects ar e n ot physical. Frege’s 
universe consists of all that there is, and it is fixed. (325) 
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In s um, Frege’s modal t heory do es not adm it t he co nsideration o f po ssibilities o utside o f t he 
universe o f d iscourse. T he reasons ar e simple: M odal n otions are s ubjective (indeed, 
psychological) de terminations o f judgments. As such, t here is no o bjective d ifference between 
them in r egard t o the judgments t hat f all under t hem a nd, as  a co nsequence, t hat w hich is 
available t o h uman k nowledge is e xclusively t hat w hich is a ctual. T hus Frege’s u niverse o f 
discourse is co mprised of a ll that is actual, that is, as van Heijenoort writes, “all that there is,” 
and it is “fixed” in the sense that Frege admits no modal mechanisms into his logical theory by 
means of which he would be able to entertain an alternative realm of possibilities.  
 For Frege, then, the project of a Leibnizian lingua characteristica is constrained by hi s 
modal t heory. Whereas Leibniz e mployed ‘possibility’ foundationally i n his l ogic, F rege –
following Kant in constructing a subjective modal theory –limits his logic t o a  uni versal, fixed 
domain. I nsofar a s t his is t he ca se, F rege’s logical pr esentation o f ‘being’ –in particular hi s 
conception o f t he ‘ is’ o f e xistence -is forced to accommodate t he di fficulties inherent in 
quantifying o ver a  uni versal, closed domain o f o bjects. As w e s hall s ee, t his f actor will h ave 
consequences for Frege’s treatment of ontological argumentation. 
5.2 FREGE ON THE ONTOLOGICAL ARGUMENT 
5.2.1 Overview 
Although t his s ection specifically concerns Frege’s t reatment o f o ntological a rgumentation, 
much of what is important to this treatment is to be found in Frege’s work on existence and being 
in ge neral. As it has been suggested in t he preceding sections, Frege’s a mbiguity t hesis is o ne 
consequence o f hi s Leibnizian co nception of  logic. B ecause o f his o mission o f any m eta-
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semantic jus tification for the conceptual notation, however, t he pr ecise r easons behind Frege’s 
delineation of the different uses of being appear to be unavailable to us. With the introduction of 
Frege’s K antian-esque modal t heory, however, another factor p resents itself as  a c lue t o these 
reasons. In what follows, I shall flesh out the implications that Frege’s modal theory has for his 
logical conception of ‘being’ in general, existence in particular, and, finally, OA as a casualty of 
the l atter. Thus I  begin with t he de scription o f Frege’s r efutation o f O A a nd then pr oceed to 
relate it to these larger questions. I  shall not, however, follow the precedent set in the previous 
sections o f separating the formal and modal elements of the refutation. Rather, I shall consider 
these two elements organically, in order to offer a more coherent picture of the sum product. 
5.2.2 Frege’s Refutation of OA 
Frege’s c riticism o f o ntological a rgumentation is f amously ( and tersely) s et o ut i n §53 of t he 
Foundations of Arithmetic: 
In [ the r espect t hat number is a ssigned to concepts] exi stence is a nalogous t o number. 
Affirmation o f e xistence is in fact n othing but de nial o f t he number nought. B ecause 
existence is a  pr operty o f co ncepts the ontological argument for t he e xistence o f G od 
breaks down. (64) 
 
For Frege, “the content of a s tatement of number is an assertion about a concept” (Foundations 
67). Thus, i n making a s tatement o f number w e ar e designating a  number as a pr operty of a  
concept r ather than a n o bject, thereby indicating h ow m any t hings fall u nder t his c oncept. 
According to Frege, w e l ikewise ascribe e xistence t o a concept by denying t hat “nought” is a  
property of that concept, thereby indicating that at least one thing falls under it . Thus, to say that 
‘x exists’ is to say, in effect, that the concept x is instantiated by at  least one object. For Frege, 
insofar as existence is a property o f concepts, the ontological argument “breaks down,” for the 
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inference from essence to existence is feasible only if existence is understood to be a property of 
objects. 
 The s imilarities between Kant an d Frege’s cr iticisms o f t he O A ar e o ften noted. Both 
Kant a nd Frege maintain t hat e xistence is not a  pr operty o f o bjects, t hough t hey do  s o f or 
different reasons. Although his reasons are not entirely clear, Kant purports to hold that existence 
is not a  pr operty o f an o bject because it is  n ot a ‘real’ predicate –that i s, a pr edicate w hich 
enlarges the concept of an object –and thereby fails to distinguish the object of one concept from 
that of another. For Kant, the logical predication of existence is merely grammatical in nature, 
enabled solely by the fact that logic abstracts from all content. Frege, on the o ther hand, has at 
his d isposal t he r esources by  w hich t o l ogically represent exi stence as  e ither a property o f a 
concept or as a property of an object. Frege’s functional analysis of language and his distinction 
between f irst-order and higher-order functions number among these resources, allowing him to 
represent logical relations not merely among objects but a mong different orders of concepts as  
well. Thus, for Frege, existence can conceivably be represented as either a second-order concept 
(that is, a co ncept t hat is functionally a pplicable to co ncepts alone) or as  a first-order concept 
(functionally applicable only to objects). Given Frege’s discussion of the ontological argument, 
however, it is c lear t hat h e co nceives o f e xistence as  a second-order concept an d rejects its 
validity as a first-order concept. 
 As w e ha ve s een, F rege’s d iscussion o f e xistence in t he Foundations is limited to t he 
analogy that he proposes between statements of existence and statements of number. Apart from 
this central a nalogy, a t no  po int t herein do es he  a dvance any s pecific ar gument as  t o w hy 
existence may be understood only in its second-order capacity. Insofar as Frege’s criticism of the 
ontological a rgument i s w holly d ependent upo n t he t hesis t hat e xistence is not a pr operty o f 
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objects, in order to understand Frege’s refutation of OA we must inquire further into that thesis 
itself. I n w hat f ollows, I  will a dvance t he c laim t hat –although Frege s eems t o b e merely 
following Kant in construing existence as a s econd-order concept –he is, in fact, responding to 
the paradoxical nature of the first-order conception of existence.  
5.2.3 Frege’s Problem: First-Order Predications of Existence 
The t ext o f pr imary importance for the d iscussion o f first-order existence i s F rege’s 
posthumously published Dialogue mit Pünjer über Existence. In this dialogue, Pünjer holds that 
to say that something ‘is’ is equivalent to saying that that thing is an object of experience. Thus, 
to say that ‘Leo Sachse is’ is to say that Leo Sachse is an object o f experience, that is, that he 
exists. From this premise, Frege derives a contradiction:   
 1. Assume Sachse is, for example, a fictional character.  
 2. By (1) we mean, ‘Sachse is not an object of experience.’ 
 3. Thus, from (2), ‘not an object of experience’ is predicated of Sachse. 
 4. But, from (2), insofar as Sachse is ‘not an object of experience,’ ‘Sachse is.’ 
 5. Thus, Sachse is ‘an object of experience.’ 
6. Thus, from (3) and (5), Sachse both is ‘an object of experience’ and is ‘not an object of 
experience.’  
 
Frege at tributes t he co ntradiction to (2), Pünjer’s de finition o f ‘is’ as app lied to s tatements o f 
nonexistence. In F rege’s w ords, “ [there] ar e objects o f ideas –which o bjects c annot be  
experienced. T his is a co ntradiction o nce it is allowed that the s ame k ind of e xistence is 
expressed by ‘ there i s’ as i s m eant to be conveyed by ‘ can be experienced’” (Posthumous 
Writings 65).  
 In opposition to Pünjer, Frege contends that a proposition such as “Leo Sachse is” is self-
evident. He conceives o f ‘being’ as a co ncept that is super-ordinate to all other concepts, much 
like the pr operty o f s elf-identity. L ike s elf-identity, however, t he extension o f t he c oncept o f 
‘being’ is  li mitless and therefore has no c ontent. Thus, if it is t he cas e t hat e xistential 
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propositions are se lf-evident in t his w ay, there ar e no means by which t o de ny t hem, t hat is t o 
say, ‘Leo Sachse is not.’ In regard to this, Frege writes: 
If you want t o a ssign a c ontent t o t he ve rb ‘to be ’, s o t hat t he s entence ‘A is’ is not 
pleonastic an d self-evident, you will have t o a llow circumstances u nder w hich t he 
negation of ‘A is’ is possible; that is to say, that there are subjects of which being must be 
denied. But in t hat c ase t he c oncept ‘being’ w ill no longer be suitable for pr oviding a 
general e xplanation o f ‘there ar e’ u nder w hich ‘there ar e B ’s’ means t he same a s 
‘something that has being falls under the concept B’ (Posthumous Writings 65-6) 
 
As Frege continues, any content that is assigned to ‘being’ will –like Pünjer’s suggestion –elicit a 
contradiction: 
[For] if we apply this explanation to ‘There are subjects of which being must be denied’, 
then w e ge t ‘ Something that h as being falls un der t he co ncept o f n ot-being’ or 
‘Something that has being is no t’. There is no way of getting over this once a content of 
some k ind –it do esn’t m atter w hat i t is –is ag reed to the co ncept of b eing, I f t he 
explanation of ‘there are B’s’ as meaning the same as ‘Something that has being is B’ is 
to work, we just have to understand by being something that goes entirely without saying. 
(66) 
 
For Frege, these considerations cancel out the option of considering ‘existence’ as a first-order 
concept. To use Kantian terminology, neither the analytic nor synthetic construal of existence as 
a property of objects can accommodate claims of non-existence. If being is  merely self-evident, 
that is, if it is entailed by the very positing of a thing as a subject, then we can make no sense of a 
proposition like ‘A is not.’ Likewise, if being has a content, contradiction ensues, for the sense of 
being inherent in the positing of the subject contradicts the sense of non-being predicated of the 
subject. 
 Given these considerations, Frege has a full-fledged case against first-order predication of 
existence. Thus he concludes: 
The existence expressed by ‘there is’ cannot be a characteristic mark of a co ncept whose 
property it is, just because it is a property of it. In the sentence ‘There are men’ we seem 
to be s peaking of individuals t hat f all u nder t he co ncept ‘ man’, w hereas it is o nly t he 
concept ‘man’ we are talking about. (67) 
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Frege’s alternative expressed herein is, of course, that existence is to be predicated not of objects 
but of concepts. Insofar as this is the case, his criticism of OA stands. 
5.2.4 One Possible Solution: Modal First-Order Predications 
Given the argument of the previous section, it seems as if Frege is bound to consider existence as 
a s econd-order c oncept. A t this po int, h owever, I shall c onsider a  po ssible w ay for F rege t o 
salvage f irst-order predication, raised by Leila Haaparanta in her work on Frege’s treatment of 
existence.21
 As discussed in §5.1.1, Frege seeks to model his conceptual notation after Leibniz’s ideal 
of a  universal c haracteristic. H owever, as  w as a lso noted beforehand, Frege de parts from t his 
ideal insofar as modality is concerned. Whereas Leibniz sought to include modal concepts as a 
foundational as pect o f his metaphysics a nd, co rrelatively, his logic, F rege relegates m odal 
concepts t o the province o f ps ychology. According to H aaparanta, the fact that F rege do es so 
prevents him from considering first-order predications in a different light, that is, in terms of the 
distinction between e xistents as  ‘ actuals’ a nd non-existents a s ‘ possibles’. Had Frege 
incorporated some t ype o f modal theory into his logic, he might have been able to construe an 
otherwise problematic statement such a s “ Something that has b eing i s n ot” as “ something for 
which it is possible to exist does not exist in the actual world” (“Frege on Existence” 161). Thus, 
insofar a s t he first-order di stinction between being and not-being is c onstrued in t erms o f 
existence in this world or existence in some other possible world, Frege would have the ability to 
predicate a co ntentful sense of being of an object without eliciting a contradiction: ‘A is’ would 
 I shall a lso consider the reasons why Frege, ultimately, d id not choose to resurrect 
first-order predication by virtue of it. 
                                                        
21 See, for example, “Frege on Existence”, “Frege and His German Contemporaries on Alethic 
Modalities”, and “On Frege’s Concept of Being.” 
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be e lliptical for ‘ A is  a possible object, which e xists in the actual world’ a nd ‘A is  not’ would 
likewise mean, ‘A is a po ssible object, which do es not exist in the actual world’. By utilizing a 
possible worlds interpretation of being, Frege would be able to construe the ‘self-evident’ aspect 
of a s tatement of being in terms of the possibility of an object and yet still predicate something 
contentful of it in terms of its membership in the actual world. 
 As is abundantly clear from the dialogue with Pünjer, however, Frege does not choose to 
take this o ption. I ndeed, acco rding to Haaparanta, F rege ca nnot ch oose this o ption, for h e is 
constrained by his conception of logic as universal (quantifying over all that there is) and by his 
conception of the ‘universe’ as fixed. As we have seen in the discussion of Frege’s modal theory, 
Frege –like Kant –is constrained to regard the actual world as the only world. The upshot of this 
is that, 
[there] can be quantifiers of one kind only, namely, quantifiers ranging over all actually 
existing o bjects. For t his r eason, Frege ca nnot es cape t he t hreatening inconsistency by 
assuming that we have t wo different r anges o f q uantifiers in s entences like ‘Something 
that h as be ing is not’, w hich o therwise might h ave seemed a p lausible w ay o ut f or 
someone w ho d istinguished from e ach o ther t he d ifferent meanings o f ‘ is’. ( “Frege o n 
Existence” 162) 
 
In short, the only option now open to Frege is to regard being as merely self-evident, that is, as 
part of the very act of positing a subject. Frege is thus forced to define existence in second-order 
terms. 
5.2.5 Frege’s Solution: Second-Order Conception of Existence 
Having dismissed any chance of considering existence in a first-order capacity, Frege advances a 
positive co nception o f e xistence in its second-order capacity, t hat is, as  t he quantification o ver 
concepts. H e introduces t wo d ifferent formal means o f expressing e xistence, b oth o f w hich 
incorporate a first-order use o f ‘is’. One formulation o f existence is g iven in the Begriffschrift, 
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which employs the ‘is’ of predication in the function space of (what we now call) the existential 
quantifier. In Frege’s conceptual notation, the denial of the general predication of the denial of a 
concept Λ to an object to indicates that, “There are Λ’s” (Conceptual Notation 134). 
Symbolically, we would say that ~(x)~(Λx) is rendered as (∃x)(Λx), that is, there ex ists an  x  
such that Λ is predicated of it. Frege’s s econd expression o f e xistence is given in terms o f 
identity: (∃x)(g=x). Unlike t he pr edicative version o f e xistence, t he identity function facilitates 
the f ormation o f pa rticular a ffirmative exi stential claims by put ting concepts into the logical 
relationship of self-identity. Thus, if we assign the proper name ‘God’ to ‘g’, (∃x)(g=x) is read as 
‘God is’ or ‘God exists’ (Macbeth 86-7). 
 Both t he pr edicate a nd identity-based versions o f e xistence hinge o n t he fact t hat 
existence is a  property o f concepts r ather t han objects. As Frege c laims in the Foundations, to 
say t hat a thing exists is to say t hat at  least o ne object falls u nder a co ncept-function, whether 
that c oncept-function is a pr edicate o r an  identity function. Thus, m uch l ike K ant, Frege 
considers e xistence t o en tail t he ‘positing’ of a  t hing a nd its r elations. U nlike Kant, however, 
Frege’s logical a pparatus a llows him t o e xpress t his po siting w ithin t he framework of hi s 
conceptual notation as a second-order property statement.  
 To r eturn t o the issue o f on tological argumentation, Frege’s r efutation o f O A is 
dependent upo n t he a ssumption t hat O A is po ssible o nly t hrough t he first-order pr edication o f 
existence a s a n o bject. T o us e F rege’s t erminology, if O A is t o s ucceed, ‘being’ must be  a 
‘characteristic m ark’ of a co ncept. B ut w e have s een that ‘being’ i n i ts f irst-order capa city is 
merely self-evident (predicable o f a ll objects in the universe o f d iscourse) and therefore cannot 
be co nsidered to b e such a c haracteristic mark. Thus, if o ne w ere t o attempt to a rgue for the 
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existence of God using the first-order concept of being, one’s efforts would result in nothing but 
“miserable tautology.” 
5.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON FREGE 
In d iscussing Frege’s t reatment o f the ontological argument, I  have attempted to show that the 
validity o f his c riticism is d ependent upo n hi s a rgument for t he s econd-order concept view o f 
existence. I t i s t his view, r ather th an O A itself, th at I have made e fforts t o link to F rege’s 
conception of logic, although the implications for OA should be no less obvious or significant. 
To r eiterate: My claim is t hat Frege’s logic inc orporates elements of Leibnizian formality a nd 
Kantian modality. It is by virtue of these elements that Frege rejects the first-order property view 
of e xistence a nd instead embraces t he second-order view. By e nvisioning hi s l ogic i n a 
Leibnizian sense as a c ontentful, substantive language, which speaks about the world, Frege is 
beholden to construct his logical language in such a way that the varying semantic employments 
of ‘is’ are faithfully and perspicuously represented. Insofar as this is the case, the function-based 
structure of Frege’s conceptual notation provides him w ith t he expressive capacity t o logically 
represent being as a concept-function in more than one order and, thus, to disambiguate the uses 
of ‘is’ by reference to these orders. As we have seen, Frege maintains that the first-order use of 
‘is’ is self-evident and thereby insufficient for the expression of existence. An important part of 
the reason for Frege’s rejection of its first-order use can be found in his rejection o f Leibnizian 
modality and his em brace o f Kantian modality, w hereby qu antification in Frege’s u niversal 
language i s co nstrained t o t hat w hich is ‘ actual’ for human kn owledge. T hus, gi ven t hese 
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reasons, Frege’s co nceptual notation expresses the ‘ is’ o f existence a s a s econd-order concept, 
thereby invalidating the ontological argument for the existence of God. 
 The intention o f t his pa per in its en tirety has been, t hus far, t o trace the influence o f 
philosophical logic on  the t reatment o f t he o ntological ar gument. W e have found that cer tain 
conceptions o f logical formalism and logical modality (whether it is the absence or presence o f 
either within a conception o f logic) have marked consequences for the corresponding treatment 
of OA; however, t he pr ecise nature of t hese co nsequences have yet to be f leshed out. We will 
turn, therefore, in the final section to the underlying question of what this correlation means and 
what implications it h as for the as sessment o f t he pr oject of on tological a rgumentation in 
general.  
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6.0  CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
To conclude, let us begin by briefly revisiting the basic structure of the argument: It was shown 
that OA was conceived, in its Cartesian form, as a direct consequence of the intimate relationship 
between t he formal a nd material a spects o f D escartes’s co nception o f logic as  p hilosophical 
method. Insofar as logic is, for Descartes, as much comprised by the clear and distinct perception 
of t ruth a s it is by t he formal r elations among such truths, O A is an almost immediate, valid 
consequence of Cartesian logic. For Leibniz, however, the concepts employed in OA must meet 
the logical criterion of possibility before the argument is allowed to go through. Given that they 
do so, Leibniz’s conception of logic –like Descartes’s –facilitates OA, for it considers logic to be 
a mirror of reality, one which is capable not only of clarifying the knowledge that we have but 
also of extending t his k nowledge by virtue o f t he a nalysis o f c oncepts a nd t heir po ssible 
combinations. In sum, logic for Descartes and Leibniz tells us about objects and the real relations 
between them. Thus, the ontological argument –as a logical truth –is a necessary truth about the 
world. 
  With Kant, however, we witness a turning point, for Kant is the first to conceive of logic 
as a purely formal discipline. Insofar as this is the case, the realm of logic can tell us only about 
formal relations between concepts and, thus, can provide us with a merely negative cr iterion of 
truth. Whereas the truth of the material constitution of logical analysis is a constitutive part of the 
Cartesian/Leibnizian logics, Kantian logic abstracts completely from any relation to the matter of 
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inference o r l ogical t ruth. T hus, e ven w ithout the r efutation o f t he pr edication o f e xistence, 
Kantian logic can tell us no thing about the world and, of course, nothing about the existence o f 
God.  
 Finally, Fregean logic de parts s ignificantly from K antian formalism, a dmitting of t he 
existence o f logical objects, expressing a content and so forth. Nonetheless, because o f the first 
and second-order co ncept di stinction ( and the failure o f t he first-order t o express e xistence 
claims), Fregean logic ultimately cannot support OA insofar as it is dependent upon the validity 
of including e xistence i n a concept as a f irst-order pr operty. Thus, w hile Frege’s logic c an 
support –and, indeed, includes –the a priority of logical objects, Frege is constrained to dismiss 
OA because of his second-order property view of existence. 
 Given the details of the proposed correlation between logic and the ontological argument, 
it s eems a s if we might ex press t he es sence o f the co rrelation most s imply in t erms o f t he 
‘delineation’ of t he a priori: Insofar as OA is dependent upo n a priori premises, the success of 
OA is, in turn, dependent upon one’s conception of the different aspects of the a priori –its status 
as kn owledge, its r elation t o the w orld, its modal qua lities, et c. –and the w ay in which t hese 
aspects ar e exemplified within a given conception of logic. One important t hing that we have 
seen revealed in the varying logics surveyed is the extent to which one’s conception o f logic is 
tied to one’s co nception o f t he a priori. For Kant, for e xample, t hat w hich is a priori (that is, 
analytic a priori) is de termined by the formal conditions o f t hought as such; however, because 
Kant believes that the formal conditions o f t hought cannot be  shown t o be  commensurate with 
empirical realities without the further benefit of intuition, the analytic a priori is strictly limited 
in its applicability. Correlatively, Kant’s logic attends only to the formal conditions of thought, 
relegating concern with content to the province o f intuition. For Leibniz and Descartes, on the 
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other hand, a priori knowledge of objects and relations is real knowledge about the world; hence, 
their co nceptions o f logic r eflect this t horoughly r ationalist po sition by a dmitting semantic 
content into the province of logic and allowing for the logical derivation of substantive truths.  
 Between D escartes, L eibniz a nd Kant, w e m ay cer tainly see t he t ransition from a  
rationalist to empiricist conception of knowledge and, so it seems, logic. But where does Frege 
fall in this schema? His Leibnizian conception of logic, his logicist project and his assumption of 
(our a priori knowledge of the existence of) logical objects are all elements of his conception of 
logic that seem to put Frege on par with the rationalists in regard to the a priori. Yet, as we have 
seen, Frege r ejects t he pr oject o f o ntological argumentation in much t he s ame w ay as Kant. 
Frege, however, does not have the same motivation as Kant for rejecting OA. Kant rejects OA, at 
bottom, because i t i s n ot tenable i n light of hi s vi ew of the n ature of and capa cities o f logic. 
Frege, o n t he o ther h and, is not m otivated to reject O A o ut of s kepticism concerning the 
feasibility of a priori existence claims. Frege is, rather, forced to dismiss OA primarily because 
of hi s di scovery o f the s econd-order n ature of t he ‘ is’ of e xistence. T hus, de spite his logical 
‘revival’ of the a priori as a substantive realm of knowledge and the ontological commitments of 
his c onception of logic, Frege must r eject t he po ssibility o f ‘essence t o exi stence’ arguments 
insofar as existence cannot, on his terms, be understood in the first-order, that is, as a property of 
objects. 
 In sum, in each of t he c ases surveyed it has been shown that t he c onception o f logic 
employed by a particular philosopher at least partially determines the way in which he treats the 
project o f O A. T he qua lification ‘partially’ is ne cessary, o f co urse, f or ot her factors –in 
particular, t he philosophical presuppositions t hat influence t he formulation of  a  c onception of  
logic –may also play a role therein. This is particularly true in the case of Kant, whose critical 
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philosophy necessitates a logic t hat di stinguishes itself from t he logic o f t he ‘ speculative 
metaphysicians’ ( i.e. Leibniz). T hus, in Kant’s c ase, the co rrelation po sited between logic a nd 
OA –in which a conception of logic influences the project of ontological argumentation –must be 
qualified to account for the fact that Kant’s cr itical project is more co mplex than this and may 
not be  so r eadily broken down into the clear-cut caus al c hains t hat c haracterize t he logic-OA 
relationship in Descartes, Leibniz and Frege. Regardless of this complication, however, it is still 
clear t hat Kant appeals d irectly t o his co nception of logic in his cr itique o f O A a nd, t hus, t he 
correlation still exists in an important sense for Kant. 
6.1 IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROPOSED CORRELATION 
In The Logic of Perfection, Charles Hartshorne –a notable proponent of bo th theism and modal 
ontological a rgumentation –offers t he following description o f t he r elationship between logical 
necessity, language and the ontological argument: 
The contemporary realization that logical necessity is a matter of language is both under- 
and overemphasized in the literature. It is made too much of when it is taken to imply that 
there ar e no limits t o the ar bitrariness o f t he basic r ules a nd pr imitive co ncepts o f the 
language w e ado pt; an d it is made t oo l ittle of w hen pe ople s hy away from t he 
Ontological Argument because it seems to pretend to settle the entire theistic question in 
one l ittle s tep. Only w ithin a  l anguage c an i t do this; one may always debate at  length 
about the language itself. I t i s s loppy pr ocedure…to a ttack or de fend t he Argument 
without specifying the language within which one is operating. (82) 
 
Although, by ‘language’ Hartshorne does not here mean ‘logical language,’ we may nonetheless 
take what he says as instructive in that regard. For present purposes, we may understand by the 
claim that “logical necessity is a matter of language” the related claim that logical necessity is a  
matter of a logical language. Although such a claim may appear somewhat trivial, we have seen 
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in the pr eceding chapters t hat what pur ports t o be logically necessary i s determined by the 
characteristics of the logical language in which such necessity is posited.  
 Correlatively, we have seen how changes in the general philosophical conception of logic 
inform these characteristics, and how the fate of ontological argumentation is thereby determined 
relative to a given conception of logic: For Leibniz (and Descartes), the adequacy of thought in 
its r elation to reality is already guaranteed –to varying degrees –by Divine benevolence; thus, a 
priori, logical demonstrability is a sufficient condition of the truth of a proposition. For Kant, on 
the ot her h and, w e have a c haracterization o f logic in which logic is impotent outside o f t he 
realm o f t he formal a spects o f t hought. T his c haracterization is informed by Kant’s pr oject of 
curbing the pretensions o f reason and, in particular, speculative metaphysics and, consequently, 
we f ind that K ant’s logic r enders un tenable a co re do ctrine o f s uch metaphysics –the 
demonstrable t ruth o f t he existence o f G od. For F rege, t hough the motivating factor b ehind 
Frege’s logical language ( his logicism) is not di rectly r elevant t o h is cr itique o f O A, w e s ee, 
nonetheless, that Frege’s belief in the reducibility of arithmetic to logic motivates the creation of 
a logical language, of which a priori existence claims are an integral part.  
 Given t hese examples, we are abl e t o see ho w, in Hartshorne’s w ords, “[it] i s s loppy 
procedure…to attack or defend the Argument without specifying the language within which one 
is operating,” for the logical language within which ontological argumentation is appraised plays 
a cr itical role in determining the o utcome o f t he appraisal (82). Insofar as t his is t he case, our 
continued critique o f t he o ntological argument –in both i ts hi storical a nd contemporary 
manifestations –must not merely attend to the validity of an ontological argument within a given 
conception o f logic; r ather, o ur cr itique must a ttend to the validity o f O A in its r elation t o 
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changing conceptions of  logic, exposing and elucidating the w ays in which t hese d iffering 
conceptions of logic inform the project of ontological argumentation on the whole. 
6.2 EPILOGUE 
In a b rief article assessing the work of Charles Hartshorne and his critics, Alan McAllister asks 
the following humorous, yet provocative question: 
Once a  t heist ha s laboriously constructed an o ntological argument, us ing t he most 
advanced modal logic, for instance, is he to be confronted with a r eply from an a theist, 
“If modal logic can be used to prove the existence of God, so much the worse for modal 
logic”? (171) 
 
What w e h ave seen herein as t he co rrelation between O A a nd logic is, t o s ome de gree, t he 
historical manifestation of precisely this attitude. We have seen that what may be proven a priori 
is a function of one’s conception of logic and the capacities of such a logic to represent truths. In 
addition, we have seen that the varying conceptions o f logic surveyed have their foundations in 
philosophical systems, o f w hich a ttitudes t owards t he limits a nd functions o f t he a priori are 
already a n integral p art. Thus –as Ma cAllister’s c omment suggests –the co ntinued critique o f 
ontological argumentation must be just as  aware of the features of a  given co nception of logic 
and the ‘ validity’ o f t hose features as it i s o f the v alidity of t he ar gument w ithin s uch a  
conception.  Without appropriate attention to these features of a given logical language and the 
role t hat t hey p lay in determining the viability of o ntological a rgumentation, our c ritique o f 
ontological argumentation is –as some of its most notable critics have maintained –an exercise in 
mere formality. 
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